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ABSTRACT
P.E.V. van Walsum, A.A. Veldhuizen, P. Groenendijk,. 2010. SIMGRO 7.1.0, Theory and model
implementation. Wageningen, Alterra. Alterra-Report 913.1. 93 pp.
The regional hydrologic model SIMGRO is used for investigating various kinds of water
management problems. The model implementation can include the crop growth model
WOFOST, with feedback to the hydrologic parameters like root zone depth and leaf area
index. SIMGRO is especially suited for modelling situations with shallow groundwater levels in
relatively flat areas, like in delta regions. In such terrain the two-way interaction between
groundwater and surface waters plays a crucial role. The offered modelling options include the
simulation of drainage with feedback from surface water levels at the time step of the ‘fast
processes’. The SIMGRO package also includes a simplified model for the simulation of
surface water processes. The user has furthermore the option of through-linking the surface
water locations to a hydraulic model. The SIMGRO model assembly for the ‘top system
processes’ is used in combination with MODFLOW for the groundwater.
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Preface

In the past year the model has been made suitable for soils with deep groundwater
levels; formerly the evapotranspiration of such soils was under¬estimated. The
added extra ‘aggregation layer’ for the zone just below the root zone remedied that
deficiency. The idea of using extra aggregation layers was first suggested by former
colleague Pim Dik. This idea has now been implemented in a generalized form,
involving N-layers forming a cascade of nonlinear reservoirs.
The second major enhancement of the last year was the coupling to the crop growth
model WOFOST. This coupling has been implemented in a two-way fashion,
including the (optional) feedback from the vegetation development to the hydrologic
model. The used state variables for this feedback are the depth of the root zone, the
crop height, the leaf area index, and the soil cover. For facilitating this feedback an
option was included for dynamic development of the root zone layer in MetaSWAP.
The coupling to WOFOST coincided with the enhancement of the SWAPWOFOST coupling by SWAP developers Joop Kroes, Jos van Dam and the
WOFOST expert Iwan Supit. They provided the information needed for realizing
the coupling of WOFOST to SIMGRO.
The concept for the interception evaporation was reformulated, in collaboration with
the SWAP developers. Furthermore, the SWAP-method for handling the partitioning
between transpiration and soil evaporation was implemented. The Maas-Hoffman
method was included for simulating the effect of salt stress on the transpiration
uptake. The coupling to the TRANSOL model for simulating solute movements and
processes in soils was implemented in collaboration with Joop Kroes. The program
metaswap2transol also includes the temperature simulation of SWAP.
Low-cost parallel computing is now possible on multi-core pc’s with 2 to 8 cores.
And high-performance pc-clusters provide a further multiplication of computing
power. To make use of these opportunities the codes of MetaSWAP and SIMGROdrainage have been parallelized via the OpenMP-protocol in combination with a
state-of-art 64bit-compiler (Intel Fortran 11.1).
SIMGRO has a history that goes back to the mid-eighties. The first and second
versions were developed by Erik Querner in collaboration with Jan van Bakel. In the
course of time, various other persons not belonging to the current team have
contributed in one way or the other: Pim Dik, Robert Smit, and Frank van der Bolt.
The realization of SIMGRO7 was financed by the National Hydrologic Instrument
project, by the Centre for Water & Climate of Alterra-Wageningen UR, by the
Alterra funds for strategic research, and by the GENESIS project of 7th EU
Framework program.
Wageningen, December 2009.
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Summary

Most regional model codes cover only part of the processes within a region. This is
remedied by introducing internal boundary conditions. But these conditions are more
often than not a gross schematization of reality, lacking essential feedback
mechanisms. For coming to grips with many issues of integrated water management
it is necessary to have a model that covers the whole (regional) system, including
plant-atmosphere interactions, soil water, groundwater and surface water. SIMGRO
(a dated acronym of SIMulation of GROundwater, Querner and Van Bakel, 1989,
Veldhuizen et al., 1998) was developed for that purpose.
SIMGRO is a mechanistic distributed model with a (nearly) unified saturatedunsaturated flow description at its core. For the saturated groundwater an externally
supplied model is used. For the soil water and surface water innovative use is made
of dynamic ‘metamodelling’ techniques, relying on data obtained from computational
experiments with comprehensive models. The soil water model has been conceived
as an upscaled version of the comprehensive model. At any desired moment the
upscaling can be reversed, yielding water contents, fluxes and pressure heads at the
same vertical resolution as that of the comprehensive model. The results can then be
used for water quality simulations, e.g. for computing the leaching of nutrients. For
the drainage of groundwater to surface water a new technique is used to combine
analytical formulae with a numerical grid. Water on the soil surface is modelled with
a ‘multiple identity’ conceptualization, i.e. as ponding water, as surface water and as
‘visible groundwater’ (in the case of a fully saturated column).
Although setting up a model can as such be an expedient way of understanding a
region’s hydrology, the goal is usually to simulate the effects of potential measures
(digging ditches, sprinkling, and so on) on the water-dependent functions. Examples
of the latter are the production of crops by agriculture and the biodiversity of wet
natural grasslands. So in a separate chapter attention is paid to the simulation of
water management.
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1

Introduction

The hydrologic cycle operates within a set of constraints and physical laws that control
the dynamics, storage and disposition of water within it. It is a closed system that satisfies
the principle of conservation of mass. Regional hydrologic models suffer the deficiency
that only part of the hydrologic cycle is simulated. In the first place this concerns the
spatial limitation of a model, which necessitates the making of assumptions with respect
to external boundary conditions. Furthermore, most models cover only part of the
processes within a region. The remedy is to then introduce internal boundary conditions.
But these conditions are more often than not a gross schematization of reality, lacking
essential feedback mechanisms. That even applies to the commonly used assumption that
the precipitation and evaporative demand of the atmosphere can be seen as external
boundary conditions: the larger the basin, the less this assumption is valid. For coming
to grips with many issues of integrated water management it is necessary to have a model
that covers the whole (regional) system, including plant-atmosphere interactions, soil
water, groundwater and surface water. SIMGRO (a dated acronym of SIMulation of
GROundwater, Querner and Van Bakel, 1989, Veldhuizen et al., 1998) was developed for
that purpose.

252H02

The description of an integrated model inevitably has to cover areas of common
knowledge, but we try to limit this as much as possible. Since we use an externally
supplied groundwater model, we skip most of the ‘theory’ of the regional flow
description and limit ourselves to the local flows that are induced by drainage media. We
consider innovative the dynamic ‘metamodelling’ of soil water in the shallow subsoil in
§3, part of the drainage concepts given in §4, the metamodelling of surface water and the
integrated concept for water on the soil surface in §5, and the modelling of urban water
management in §6. The term ‘metamodelling’ is reserved for model descriptions that rely
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Figure 1 Schematization in SIMGRO of the hydrologic system by integration of saturated zone, unsaturated zone and
surface water (Querner and van Bakel, 1989).
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Figure 2 Schematization of water flows in SIMGRO, by means of transmission links and storage elements.

heavily on making computational experiments with a comprehensive model. By feeding
the metamodels with ‘intelligent’ data they achieve an acceptable accuracy at a relatively
low computational cost.
SIMGRO is a mechanistic distributed model. An overview of the modelled processes is
given in Figure 1, and the schematization in terms of transmission links and storage
elements is given in Figure 2.
The schematisations of the sub-models can be constructed as shown in Figure 3. At the
bottom layer there are the combined land-use and soil units (which can be obtained from
an overlay procedure of land-use and soil maps). Then follows the layer with the cells of
the groundwater model. The third layer is formed by the subcatchments of the surface
water model. Surface water is modelled as a network of watercourse trajectories that
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Figure 3 Example of how the spatial schematisations of the integrated model can be constructed. The bottom layer
involves the units obtained from an overlay of the land use and soil maps. The next layer represents the cells of the
groundwater model, followed by the subcatchments of the surface water model in the next layer. The top layer shows how
the schematisations have been combined.

connect to these subcatchments. Depending on the way the model has been implemented, this can involve even the smallest of watercourses. But in most applications a
certain degree of lumping is done in the headwaters. In the top layer of Figure 3 the
schematisations are combined. These are the so-called SVAT-units (Soil Vegetation
Atmosphere Transfer) which are used for the top-system modelling. The units (cells) of
the groundwater model can of course be identical to the SVAT-units. The relationships
between the modelling layers are coded in the form of mapping tables, as is done when
using Open MI technology (Open Modelling Interface) (HarmonIT, 2005).
The used solutions of fundamental underlying differential equations inevitably involve a
certain degree of simplification. Essential for the practical relevance of the model is that
it has remained possible to make long simulation runs (30 years) of medium-sized basins
(75 000 ha) within acceptable computation times (e.g. one hour per simulation year using
a PC). During the model development this has been a guiding principle of the utmost
consideration.
The model is dynamic, with separate time steps for the ‘fast’ processes (Δts) and for the
‘slow’ ones (Δtg). The ‘fast’ processes include plant/atmosphere interactions, flow over
the soil surface, drainage with surface water feedback, and channel flow. Soil water and
groundwater flow are modelled as ‘slow’ processes. Typical time steps used in the current
modelling practice of integrated regional modelling with SIMGRO are Δts=1 hour and
Δtg =1 day.
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Initialisation of ts= tg

ts = ts + ∆ts

Top system processes per SVAT-unit:
- atmospheric interactions
- interception, throughfall
- crop water uptake from root zone
- ponding, infiltration, surface runoff
- drainage/infiltration with sw feedback

Surface water processes per trajectory:
- levels and flows
- supplies to top system

No

Totalizations over gw time step
- recharge of soil/groundwater
-drainage/infiltration

ts = tg + ∆tg?

tg= tg + ∆tg
No
Unsaturated processes per SVAT-unit:
- pressure heads
- percolation/capillary rise

Formulate groundwater processes per cell:
- residual soil/groundwater recharge
- time-variant storage coefficient
- drainage with gw feedback

No

Groundwater processes per cell:
- heads and flows
- supplies to top system

Convergence?

Finalize top system:
- water content of soil
- storage on soil surface

Yes

tg= tend?

Figure 4 Overview of modelling cycles. The time variable of the fast top-system processes ts is synchronized with tg of the
groundwater processes at the beginning of each groundwater time step. The ‘residual’ soil/groundwater recharge is the
remaining column recharge after discounting the water needed for updating the pressure heads. Water management is not
shown.
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An overview of the modelling cycle is given in Figure 4. The interactions between the
various subdomains have been formulated on an ‘explicit’ basis; for instance the
unsaturated zone modelling is based on the groundwater situation at the beginning of the
time step. The iteration cycle around the groundwater model is needed because most
groundwater models can not handle a nonlinear storage relationship. (By contrast, all
surface water models have such a facility.)
Various code features have been included for avoiding instability and water balance
errors of the over-all scheme. Stability is achieved by anticipating the reaction of the other
subdomain involved in an explicit calculation. Water balance errors are avoided by using
demand/supply cycles: if for instance infiltration from surface water to groundwater is
simulated, the surface water system first receives this information in the form of a
demand request, and not as a fixed boundary condition. The surface water model then
checks if there is enough water to fulfil the demand. The supplied water is totalized in a
separate step of the scheme. It is actually added to the groundwater after the ‘fast’
modelling cycle of a groundwater time step has been completed.
Essential for the integrated modelling is that the feedback between the compartments
takes place at the appropriate time scale. For modelling drainage the model user has two
alternatives. If the feedback from the surface water level is deemed the most important,
the drainage can be implemented within the fast time cycle. If the feedback from the
groundwater level is deemed the most important, the drainage can be simulated together
with the regional groundwater flows.
Water stored on the soil surface changes has a multiple identity, depending on which
model compartment is being updated. The same volume of water is regarded as:
- ponding water that takes part in the top system processes (evaporation) and that
can infiltrate into the soil column;
- surface water;
- phreatic groundwater if there is contact with the regional groundwater body.
Given the obvious limitations of a regional model, the atmosphere is not described as a
separate entity. Instead a separate section is devoted to the interactions that it has with
the regional system.
The simulation of (possible) changes in water management is the goal of most studies.
Given its crucial importance for the practical relevance of the model, the management
options are described in a separate section. But of course the distinction between what is
considered ‘water management’ and what ‘natural functioning’ depends on the
perspective that one has. Here any type of land-use involving vegetated soil is considered
to be ‘natural’, even though it is some form of agriculture. In the case of land-use, the
term water management is reserved for paved areas, involving some form of interference
in the cycle, e.g. urban areas. The layout of man-made ditches is described as if it were
part of the natural system, whereas it is of course not. In the case of surface water the
term ‘management’ is reserved for the manipulation of the water flows and levels
through the use of structures.
In the following sections a description is given of the used conceptualizations, followed
by more detailed descriptions about the way they have been implemented. To aid the
reader in quickly locating the descriptions, the overview in Figure 2 has been furnished
with hyper-links to the subsections.
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2

Plant/soil-atmosphere interactions

2.1

Introduction

Interactions with the atmosphere are the drivers of the regional system. The recharge is
sensitive to the water balance of precipitation and evapotranspiration: a relative error or
change in either of these terms is amplified by a factor 2-3 in the computation of the
recharge.
Most regional hydrologic models do not take into account the feedbacks to the
atmospheric system. But the larger the scale of the model application, the less valid this
simplification becomes. In the methods described below we do not take the feedbacks
into account; but (for the evapotranspiration) we do give some consideration to the
consequences of this choice and about how to minimize the involved modelling error.

2.2

Precipitation

It is well known that the measurement of precipitation usually contains systematic errors
due to wind-effects. The size of the error is usually in the order of a few % (<5%), but
should be accounted for. The ‘natural’ precipitation can be augmented by sprinkling. The
total (gross) precipitation is then given by:
Pg (t )  P (t )  Ps,n (t )

(1)

where:
Pgr(t) = gross precipitation rate at time t (m3 m-2 d-1)
P(t)
= natural precipitation rate at time t (m3 m-2 d-1)
Ps,n(t) = net sprinkling rate at time t (Eq. 106 ) (m3 m-2 d-1)
In the above relationship (and in others for the processes at or around the soil surface)
we use the dimension [L3L-2] when the value per-unit-of-area is meant. After multiplication by the relevant area fraction the spatial mean is obtained in [L]. Not in all cases
this distinction is relevant; we then use the latter notation.
The time dependency of the precipitation (and other variables representing atmospheric
boundary conditions) is averaged over the used simulation interval. For this the interval
∆ts of the 'fast' processes is used. The use of time-averaged values is indicated via the
superscript 'ave'. So Eq. 1 then becomes:

Pgave  Pg  Ps,ave
n

(2)

where:
Pgave = gross precipitation rate, time averaged for interval (m3 m-2 d-1)
P ave
= natural precipitation rate, time averaged for the interval (m3 m-2 d-1)
= net sprinkling rate, time averaged for the interval (m3 m-2 d-1)
Ps,ave
n
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2.3

Interception by vegetation canopy

Incoming precipitation (and/or sprinkling water) can either fall directly on the ground
surface – as free throughfall – or it can be intercepted by the vegetation canopy.
Subsequently it can be stored on the canopy and evaporate, or else reach the ground
surface as stemflow and drops from the leaves. The used modelling method is a
simplified version of the approach presented by Valente et al. (1997) for tree vegetation,
which in turn is an adaptation of Rutter et al. (1971). In the approach presented here the
canopy and trunk reservoirs are lumped together; a second modification involves the
relationship between the canopy evaporation and the degree of canopy saturation.
The interception reservoir has a maximum storage capacity that is strongly related to the
leaf area and therefore depends on the season. It is very much smaller than the storage
capacity of the soil, i.e. in the order of a few millimetres at most. But the fast dynamics of
the interception process involves frequent use of this capacity and thus the role in the
hydrological cycle can be very significant. In order to capture these dynamics it is
important to use short time intervals; we therefore simulate the dynamics using the time
step Δts of the ‘fast’ time cycle, as indicated in Figure 4. This requires detailed
precipitation data for the method to yield realistic results.
In the case that the meteorological data have been obtained with a time sampling at short
intervals of say 60 minutes, the filling and emptying of the reservoir can be adequately
modelled in most cases. However, if the meteorological data are based on a sampling
interval of for instance 1 d, then one should take into account that in the computational
procedure the precipitation will be spread out over the whole day, resulting in too high
simulated interception evaporation.
In the used ‘sparse Rutter model’ separate simulations are made for the areas with and
without a vegetation cover. The basic assumption is that the interception evaporation can
be modelled as a purely vertical process, which of course is an approximation of reality.
For the area without cover the calculation is trivial, i.e. the intercepted precipitation and
the canopy evaporation are both set to zero. For the area fraction with vegetation the
simulation centres on the following water balance equation:
dS c ( t )
 Pg ( t )  Ec ( t )  Dc ( t )
dt

where:
Sc(t)
Pg(t)
Ec(t)
Dc(t)

=
=
=
=

(3)

water stored in the interception reservoir (m3 m-2)
gross precipitation rate (m3 m-2 d-1)
canopy evaporation rate (m3 m-2 d-1)
canopy dripping rate (m3 m-2 d-1)

Dripping from the canopy is assumed to start when the canopy has become saturated;
from then on all excess precipitation (precipitation minus evaporation) becomes
throughfall. So the storage of water in the canopy is assumed to be bounded:
S c ( t )  S c,cap ( t )
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where:
Sc(t)
=
Sc,cap(t) =

water stored in the interception reservoir (m3 m-2)
storage capacity of the interception reservoir (m3 m-2)

The canopy evaporation rate is assumed to depend on the degree of canopy saturation in
the following manner and the potential evaporation rate:
Ec ( t )  [ f ecmn  (1  f ecmn )
E c ( t )  0,
where:
Ec(t)
ETw0(t)
fecmn
Sc(t)
Sc,cap(t)

=
=
=
=
=

Sc (t )
] ETw0 ( t ), for S c ( t )  0
S c,cap

(5)

for S c ( t )  0
actual canopy evaporation rate (m3 m-2 d-1)
evaporation rate of a wet canopy (m3 m-2 d-1)
minimum value of canopy evaporation reduction factor (-)
water stored in the interception reservoir (m3 m-2)
storage capacity of the interception reservoir (m3 m-2)

The method for obtaining ETw0(t) is decribed in §2.4.1. The relationship for the actual
canopy evaporation used by Valente et al. (1997) does not contain the fecmn parameter;
this extra parameter is the simplest manner of introducing a non-linearity, i.e. in the form
of a threshold value as soon as there is some water on the canopy. Without the extra
parameter the vegetation can never become fully dry; this is unrealistic. It is also a way of
achieving that the simulated evaporation of e.g. a half-saturated canopy will be more than
half of the potential rate: considering that the top half of the canopy gets wetted first and
that also the evaporative demand comes from that side it is not realistic to assume a
purely linear relationship. Mathematically speaking the assumed relationship becomes
'semi-continuous' due to the jump when the storage becomes non-zero. For fecmn=1 the
function even becomes 'discrete'.
It is important to take into account that the storage capacity can vary over time. Since
these dynamics will be several orders of magnitude less rapid than those of the
interception process, it is an adequate approximation to handle the time dependency as a
step-wise variation, with the transition to the new value occurring at the beginning of the
new time interval. Continuity of the water balance is ensured by starting the calculation
for a time step with the conversion of the current storage amount in [L] to a value in
[L3L-2] for the vegetated part of the soil:
S cj  S i j /C sj 1

where:
Scj
=
j
Si
=
Csj+1 =
∆ts =

(6)

water stored in the interception reservoir, per unit of vegetated area (m3 m-2)
water stored in the interception reservoir, per unit of whole SVAT area (m)
soil cover fraction at time t+∆ts (m2 m-2)
length of time interval for simulation of 'fast' processes (d)

In the computational scheme the storage Si is used as the memory of the system; the
water stored in the canopy Sc is just used as an auxiliary variable for performing the
calculations.
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The non-linearity in the relationship for canopy evaporation rate (Eq. 5) and the
bounding of the stored water (Eq. 4) require identifying a number of separate cases,
depending on the parameters and on the prevailing meteorological variables.
Case 1: Zero storage capacity of canopy
If the storage capacity is zero then of course no interception can take place. If there was
a non-zero value at the end of the preceding time step then any water that may have still
been resident in the canopy is assumed to evaporate.
Case 2: Discrete dependence of evaporation on canopy saturation
If the parameter fecmn in Eq. 5a equals the unit there is a 'discrete' dependence of the
evaporation on the canopy storage: a zero rate if the storage is zero, a potential rate if it is
non-zero. The following water balance can then be made:
S cj 1  S cj  ( Pgave  ETw0ave ) Δt s
1
S cj 1  min( S cj 1 , S c,j cap
) ; S cj 1  max( S cj 1 ,0)

(7)

S i j 1  C sj 1S cj 1

where:
Scj
Sij
Pgave
ETw0ave
Csj+1
∆ts

=
=
=
=

water stored in the interception reservoir, per unit of soil-covered area,
time level j ( m3 m-2 d-1 )
water stored in the interception reservoir, per unit of whole SVAT (m)
gross precipitation rate, time-averaged rate over interval ∆ts (m3 m-2 d-1 )
potential evaporation rate of a wet canopy, time averaged (m3 m-2 d-1 )

=
=

soil cover fraction at time t+∆ts (m2 m-2)
length of time interval for simulation of 'fast' processes (d)

The min-operation on the storage is needed for taking into account that values higher
than the storage capacity are capped due to overflow in the form of dripping. The maxoperation on the storage is needed for taking into account that the canopy evaporation
becomes zero when the amount of stored water becomes zero.
For the case that the reservoir does not become full the evaporation follows from the
balance:

Ecave  ( S cj  S cj 1 )/Δt s  Pgave ; Eiave  C sj 1 Ecave

(8)

where
Ecave = canopy evaporation, per unit of soil-covered area, time averaged (m3 m-2 d-1 )
Eiave = canopy evaporation, per unit of whole SVAT area, time averaged (m d-1 )
In this case the amount of intercepted precipitation equals the gross precipitation in the
vegetated part of the area; no water reaches the soil surface in the vegetated part.
For the case that the reservoir becomes full the simulated evaporation rate equals the
potential value during the whole interval owing to the discrete relationship for the canopy
evaporation (potential value for a non-zero storage) and the use of time-averaged values:
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Ecave  ETw0 ; Eiave  C sj 1 Ecave

(9)

The intercepted precipitation and the net precipitation that reaches the soil surface can
now be found from:
Pi ave  (S i j 1  S i j )/Δt s  Eiave
Pnave  Pgave - Pi ave

(10)

where:
Piave = intercepted precipitation, per unit of whole SVAT area, time averaged (m d-1 )
Pnave = net precipitation that reaches the soil surface, per unit of whole SVAT area,
time averaged (m d-1 )
The above given equations can also be used for when the potential canopy evaporation
rate is zero.
In the used scheme the dripping rate from the canopy expressed as a value per unit of
soil-covered area , Dc , is not made explicit, because it is not needed for the subsequent
soil moisture simulation that is made for a spatially averaged situation within the SVAT
unit.
Case 3: Semi-continuous dependence of evaporation rate on canopy saturation
If the parameter fecmn in Eq. 5a is less than the unit there is a semi-continuous dependence
of the evaporation rate on the canopy saturation. After inserting the expression for the
evaporation rate as given in Eq. 5a into Eq. 3 and rearranging, we get for situations that
do not reach canopy saturation (Sc<Sc,cap, Dc=0):

dS c ( t )
ET ave
 β S c ( t )  γ , with β  (1  f ecmn ) w0 and γ  Pgave  f ecmn Ec,avep
dt
S c,cap
where
Sc(t)
Sc,cap
Ec(t)
ETw0ave
fecmn

=
=
=
=

water stored in interception reservoir (m3 m-2)
storage capacity of interception reservoir (m3 m-2)
canopy evaporation rate (m3 m-2 d-1)
potential wet canopy evaporation rate, time averaged (m3 m-2 d-1)

=

minimum value of canopy evaporation reduction factor (-)

(11)

Assuming that β is non-zero (see the above Case 2 for β = 0) and that the interception
reservoir does not become full (Sc<Sc,cap, Dc=0), the solution to the differential equation
for Sc(t) is given by:
γ
γ
S cj 1  ( S cj  )e  βΔt s 
β
β
S cj 1  max( S cj 1 ,0 )
Si

j 1

j 1

 Cs S

(12)

j 1
c
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The max-operation is needed because the given solution of the differential equation does
not take into account that the canopy evaporation becomes zero when the amount of
stored water becomes zero. If the reservoir indeed does not become full (Sc<Sc,cap) the
evaporation is now given by Eq. 8.
If the evaluation of the expression for Sc given by Eq. 12 yields a value >Sc,cap then we
first determine the time at which this happens, by solving for ∆tcap (∆tcap≤ ∆ts):
γ  βΔt
γ
S c,cap  ( S cj  )e cap 
β
β
γ
γ
1
Δt cap  ln[( S cj  ) /( S c,cap  )]
β
β
β

(13)

where ∆tcap is the time it takes for the reservoir to become full. During this filling time
there is no drip from the canopy, meaning that the canopy evaporation can be found
from a balance like the one given in Eq. 8; for the remaining part of the interval (∆ts∆tcap) the evaporation rate is equal to the potential value. So the total canopy evaporation
can be found from:
Ecave 

1
[ S cj  S cj 1  Δt cap Pgave  ( Δt s  Δt cap )ETw0ave ] ; Eiave  C sj 1 Ecave
Δt s

(14)

The net precipitation then follows from Eq. 10.
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2.4

Evapotranspiration

2.4.1

Potential rates for optimal water availability

The values that are simulated for conditions with optimal water availability are
commonly denoted as the ‘potential’ values. There are - broadly speaking - two main
categories of methods used for computing the potential evapotranspiration in regional
hydrologic models:
- methods using a 'reference crop evapotranspiration';
- methods involving a physical description of the evapotranspiration process.
For the reference crop evapotranspiration the following two mains methods have a large
application base:
- Penman-Monteith transpiration for short grass (Allen et al., 1998);
- Makkink reference crop evapotranspiration (De Bruin, 1987).
The latter is much used in the Netherlands. It is computed with :
ETMak  0.65

where:
ETMak
λ
c
v
air
K↓

=
=
=
=
=
=

Δv K ↓
c
Δv  γ air λ w

(15)

reference crop evapotranspiration rate according to Makkink (m d-1)
latent heat of vaporization of water (J kg-1)
factor for converting units (m d-1/kg m-2s-1)
the slope of the vapour pressure curve (kPa K-1)
the psychrometric constant (kPa K-1)
global radiation (W m-2)

This equation has been calibrated by means of regression analysis. It should be realized
that only the summer values were used for this. If the winter values had been included,
an intercept term of the regression function would have been required (De Bruin, 1987).
So it should be expected that for the winter period the expression has a large relative
error. But since the winter evapotranspiration itself is relatively small, the absolute error
made by using the Makkink-equation also for the winter period is not very substantial.
Using similar physics as Penman (1948), Monteith (1965) and Rijtema (1965) derived an
equation that describes the evapotranspiration from a dry, extensive, horizontallyuniform vegetated surface, which is optimally supplied with water. This equation is
known as the Penman-Monteith equation. Jensen et al. (1990) analyzed the performance
of 20 different evapotranspiration formulae against lysimeter data for 11 stations around
the world under different climatic conditions. The Penman-Monteith formula ranked as
the best for all climatic conditions. Therefore this equation has become an international
standard for calculation of potential evapotranspiration (Allen et al., 1998).
For a closed canopy with insignificant evaporation from the soil the Penman-Monteith
equation can be written as (Monteith, 1965, 1981) the sum of two components, the
radiation term and the aerodynamic term:
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Δv
p ρ C e e
(R n  G)  1 air air sat a
λ
λw
rair
ETp  w
rcrop
Δ v  γ air (1 
)
rair
where:
ETp = the potential transpiration rate of the canopy (m3 m-2 d-1)
= the slope of the vapour pressure curve (kPa K-1)
v
= the latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1)
w
= the net radiation flux at the canopy surface (J m-2 d-1)
Rn
G
= the soil heat flux (J m-2 d-1)
= unit conversion (=86400 s d-1)
p1
-3
air = the air density (kg m )
Cair = the heat capacity of moist air (J kg-1 K-1)
esat
= the saturation vapour pressure (kPa)
ea
= the actual vapour pressure (kPa)
= the psychrometric constant (kPa K-1)
air
rcrop = the crop resistance (s m-1)
rair
= the aerodynamic resistance (s m-1)

(16)

The Penman-Monteith method is also used for the ‘physical description of the
evapotranspiration processes, the second category of methods mentioned above. More
information about the derivation of the above equation is given in Kroes et al. (2008).
Here we want to point that although the Penman-Monteith method is ‘physically based’
it is crucial to realize that assumptions have been made that under certain circumstances
cause it to deliver erroneous results; there can be situations that the Makkink equation is
to be preferred even. The problem with both methods is that they are not based on a
closed energy balance for a region. Especially the aerodynamic term of the PenmanMonteith equation can then lead to significant violations of the energy balance, because
implicitly a large amount of advective energy transport can be involved if there is no
feedback via the actual vapour pressure.
In our implementation of both categories of methods we make use of the following
auxiliary variables:
- ETw0, evapotranspiration rate from a wet canopy (m3 m-2 d-1)
- ETp0, evapotranspiration rate from a dry canopy (m3 m-2 d-1)
- Ep0, evaporation rate from a wet, bare soil (m3 m-2 d-1)
- E0, the evaporation rate of a ponded soil (m3 m-2 d-1)
If the Makkink method (Eq.15) is being used all four variables are related to the
reference crop evapotranspiration via crop-dependent factors. For instance ETp0 is
obtained via:
ETp0  kc ETref  kc ETMak

(17)

where kc is the so-called crop factor (-) and ETref is the reference crop evapotranspiration. The factor for bare soil will usually have the same value for the various
vegetations, but for instance crop-dependent practices of keeping the soil free of weeds
can lead to differences.
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If the Penman-Monteith method (Eq. 16) is applied for obtaining the ‘reference crop
evapotranspiration’ the following crop parameters are used:
- rcrop,dry = 70 s m-1, the crop/vegetation resistance;
- hcrop = 0.12 m, the crop/vegetation height;
- αr
= 0.23 (-), the Albedo coefficient used in the computation of the net radiation.
If the Penman-Monteith method is applied in its originally intended form (i.e. without
the use of crop factors) the parameters for obtaining ETp0 are of course crop-dependent.
For obtaining the evapotranspiration from a wet canopy ETw0 the value of rcrop,wet should
be set to a lower value than rcrop,dry for a dry crop (input parameters per vegetation type);
experience has shown that a zero value can lead to unrealistically high values. For
obtaining the evaporation of a wet, bare soil Eo0 we use: rcrop = 0 s m-1, hcrop = 0.001 m,
αr= 0.15 (-). In this case we also neglect the aerodynamic term in the Penman-Monteith
equation because the wind velocity near the soil surface is relatively small, which makes
the aerodynamic resistance rair very large (Ritchie, 1972). Thus, the only source for soil
evaporation is net radiation that reaches the soil surface.
The above given variables are for uniform situations within the SVAT unit. In reality
there can be up to four different processes active within the same SVAT unit:
- interception evaporation;
- canopy transpiration;
- ponding evaporation from inundated parts of the unit;
- soil evaporation.
The interception evaporation as described in §2.3 is modelled as a purely vertical process.
During the time fraction that interception evaporation is active the other processes are
considered to be inactive. That also applies to the soil evaporation, because for the
vegetated/non-vegetated area we use a ‘mixed energy balance’ approach that takes into
account that there can be subgrid adjective energy exchanges between bare soil and
vegetation. So for taking into account the effect of interception evaporation on the other
processes we use the complement (with respect to the unit) of the following ratio:
Wfrac 

Eiave
ETw0ave

where:
Wfrac =
Eiave
=
ave
ETw0 =

(18)

time fraction that interception evaporation is active (-)
canopy evaporation, per unit of whole SVAT area, time averaged (m d-1 )
evapotranspiration rate from a wet canopy, time averaged (m3 m-2 d-1)

For obtaining the potential soil evaporation we must take Wfrac into account, as well the
shielding of the radiation by the canopy. For the latter we assume that the net radiation
inside the canopy decreases according to an exponential function involving the Leaf Area
Index, and that the soil heat flux can be neglected (Goudriaan, 1977; Belmans, 1983). In
combination with the interception reduction we then have−:
Ep  Ep0 e

 κ gr LAI

(1  Wfrac )

(19)

where:
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Ep
Ep0
gr
LAI

=
=
=
=

potential soil evaporation receiving reduced radiation (m3 m-2d-1)
potential evaporation of a wet, bare soil receiving full radiation (m3 m-2 d-1)
the extinction coefficient for solar radiation (-)
Leaf Area Index (m2 m-2)

Ritchie (1972) and Feddes (1978) used κgr = 0.39 for common crops. More recent
approaches estimate κgr as the product of the extinction coefficient for diffuse visible
light, κdf (-), which varies with crop type from 0.4 to 1.1, and the extinction coefficient for
direct visible light, κdir (-):
κ gr  κ df κ dr

(20)

In situations with ponding the soil evaporation is of course superseded by the ponding
evaporation, meaning that Eq. 19 gets replaced by a similar one for the ponding water,
with Ep0 replaced by E0.
The radiation energy that reaches the soil surface is assumed to be not available for
transpiration, even though the soil evaporation can be sub-potential. The computation of
the potential transpiration is then done with:
T p  ETp0 (1  W frac )  E p , T p  max(Tp ,0.)
where:
Tp
ETp0
Wfrac
Ep

=
=
=
=

(21)

potential transpiration (m3 m-2d -1)
potential evapotranspiration of dry canopy receiving full radiation (m3m-2d-1)
time fraction that interception evaporation is active (-)
potential soil evaporation receiving reduced radiation (m3 m-2d-1)

Note that in the above described method it can happen that for instance in a situation
with a vegetation cover of 0.5 and a wet canopy evaporating at the potential rate the
computed Wfrac will also be 0.5. Then according to Eq. 21 there after all will be
transpiration. It could be objected that this is not possible because the canopy is
‘saturated’ with interception water. However, this saturation only involves a partial
covering of the leaf surface in the form of droplets, due to the surface tension of water.
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2.4.2 Actual transpiration
In the current model implementation the potential canopy evapotranspiration is
uniformly divided over the root zone depth, as is done in Feddes et al. (1978). Prasad
(1988) would be an alternative: instead of a uniform distribution the rooting intensity
decreases linearly with the depth. For the effect of limiting soil moisture conditions on
the evapotranspiration the function defined by Feddes et al. (1978) is used:
Ta  α E Tp
where:
Ta = actual evapotranspiration rate (m d-1)
Tp = potential canopy transpiration rate (m d-1)
αE = soil moisture reduction factor (-)

(22)

Tlow

1 .0
E lo w

α E (-)

Tlow

T
Ehigh
h ig h

0 .0
p4

p 3l

p 3h

p2

p1

p (m )

Figure 5 Reduction coefficient for root water uptake, αE, as a function of soil water pressure head p and potential
transpiration rate Tpot (see Thigh and Tlow) (after Feddes et al., 1978)

Water uptake by roots is zero when the soil water pressure head p is below p4, which is
assumed to be the wilting point. Soil water pressure head p3 is called the reduction point.
In between the wilting point and the reduction point the evapotranspiration rate is
linearly reduced. The reduction point depends on the potential evapotranspiration (see
Tlow and Thigh). Between pressure heads p2 and p3 the evapotranspiration is at its maximum
('potential').
Application of the reduction function for p < p2 to the mean root zone pressure head (see
§3) would yield erroneous results due to the non-linear form of the function. For this
reason the root zone pressure head is first downscaled to 10 equal-sized sublayers of the
root zone. The function is then applied to the separate sublayers.
As a result of oxygen deficiency in the root zone, water uptake is hampered for many
crops between p2 and p1. The reduction coefficient is zero for p>p1. But in we do not
apply the reduction for p>p2 to the separate sublayers of the root zone like was proposed
by Feddes et al. (1978). Application to the separate sublayers is considered to be nonrealistic because it assumes that the vegetation has no means to compensate for oxygen
deficiency in part of the root zone. Especially under wet conditions with thick root zones
(of trees) the extraction pattern will vary according to the season: uniform over the whole
root zone in situations with a low groundwater level, and only in the upper parts of the
root zone in situations with a shallow groundwater level. For we use the pressure head in
the top part of the root zone (top 10%) for computing the reduction coefficient that is
then applied to all of the layers of the root zone in a uniform manner.
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2.4.3 Actual ponding evaporation
In the case that the ponding water reservoir falls dry during the time step, the actual
evaporation of ponding water is lower than the potential value. This condition is
enforced by:

Epond  min{E0 ; S "pond / Δt s }
where:
Epond
E0
S"pond

(23)

= actual evaporation rate of ponding water (m d-1)
= potential evaporation rate of ponded water (m3 m-2d-1)
= amount of ponding water after update for infiltration (Eq. 36) (m)

2.4.4 Actual soil evaporation
The bare soil evaporation is a process involving the very thin upper soil crust layer.
When the layer dries out, a self-mulching effect occurs, limiting further loss of moisture.
Modelling of the soil water transport at such a detailed scale is beyond the scope of the
regional model SIMGRO. Instead, we use the method of Boesten and Stroosnijder
(1986). The bare soil evaporation for a time step is derived from a simple model for the
cumulative values of actual and potential evaporation since the start of the drying period.
The model is centred around the following assumed relationship:
ΣE a  ΣE p

for

ΣEp  β 22

ΣE a  β 2 ΣE p

for

ΣEp  β 22

(24)

where:
½
 β 2  empirical soil parameter, with a default value of 0.054 (m )
ΣEa  sum of actual evaporation since the start of the drying period (m)
ΣEp  sum of potential evaporation since the start of the drying period (m)
The parameter β 2 determines the length of the potential evaporation period, as well as
the slope of the ΣEa versus √(ΣEp relationship in the soil limiting stage. If there is not
an excess in rainfall (Pn < Ep), the update of ΣEp is done with:

( ΣEp ) j 1  ( ΣEp ) j  ( Ep  Pn )

(25)

where superscript j is for the time level. Subsequently (ΣEa)j+1 is calculated from (ΣEp)j+1
with Eq. 24 and Ea for the time step is calculated with:
Ea  Pn  ( ΣEa ) j 1  ( ΣEa ) j

(26)

If there is an excess in rainfall (Pn > Ep) it can be assumed that the actual evaporation will
equal the potential value:
Ea  Ep
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The excess rainfall partly (or fully) reverses the drying out of the soil. To take this into
account the excess rainfall is subtracted from the cumulative ΣEa:

( ΣEa ) j 1  ( ΣEa ) j  ( Pn  Ep )

(28)

If this update yields a negative value for ΣEa it is set to zero, signalling a new start for the
drying process. In order to maintain consistency in the model the new ΣEp is obtained
from the inverse form of Eq. 24, with theΣEa term in the right-hand side of the rearranged
equation.
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2.5

Data summary

For the simulation period, the time series information of the meteorological conditions
should be available in the form of a step-function with a time interval of ts. That
concerns both the precipitation and the data needed for simulating the
evapotranspiration. For the Makkink method only the values of the reference evapotranspiration are needed. If the Penman-Monteith method is used the following data are
needed:
- radiation;
- temperature;
- humidity;
- wind speed.
These data can be supplied for more than one gauging station in the region. In that case
the relevant station should be specified for each of the SVAT-units of the soil water
/groundwater model. A method for introducing extra spatial variation is to specifiy
calibration factors for each of the SVAT’s. It is also possible to specify all of the timedependent data via ‘grids’ covering the spatial extent of the model area.
If the data are only available on a daily basis, then some form of downscaling should first
be applied for simulating the interception evaporation with some degree of accuracy.
Per SVAT-unit the dominant land-use should be specified. The parameters of the
transpiration reduction function are required for all methods, as are the light-extinction
coefficients.
The time-dependent vegetation transpiration factor, the time-dependent interception
evaporation factor and the time-dependent bare soil evaporation factor are only required
for when the reference crop method is used; the ponding factor is always required. It is
crucial that the factors supplied in a file are consistent with the chosen method for
computing the reference crop evapotranspiration. For agricultural crops in combination
with the Makkink reference evapotranspiration use can be made of the factors supplied
by Feddes (1987)1.
The time-dependent parameters of the interception reservoir should be always be given,
for each type of vegetated land use.
The time-dependent crop height, the Albedo values and minimum canopy resistance are
only needed if the Penman-Monteith method is used with crop-specific parameters. If it
is used for the reference crop method the parameters are obtained from hard-wired
values in the code.

1

When interception is modelled seperately the vegetation factors have to be transformed.
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3

Soil water

3.1

Introduction

As indicated in the introductory chapter, water on the soil surface has a ‘multiple
identity’. Here we describe the manner in which it takes part in the soil column
processes, including the influence of atmospheric interactions described in the previous
section. For the model formulation we use a ‘control box 0’ that extends upwards from
the soil surface. The subsurface soil water dynamics are described using two control
boxes: for the root zone, the shallow subsoil and the deep subsoil (Figure 6). We describe
the unsaturated zone model in detail in §3.3. The water balances and simulations are
made at the aggregate scale of the control boxes, but the model in fact has continuous
moisture profiles ‘on the background’, meaning that at any desired moment the detailed
head and moisture content profiles can be made available if needs be. This distinguishes
the approach from models based on ‘lumping’ of the vertical domain.

qrun

Pn

T

E

Root zone:
control box 1

qinf

qp,r

qc,r

qp,2

qc,2

Subsoil: control
box 2

Phreatic level

Figure 6 Flows in the soil water model. Explanation of symbols: Pn – net precipitation; qinf – infiltration; qrun surface runoff; E – evaporation of bare soil; T – transpiration; qp – percolation; qc – capillary rise.
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3.2

Ponding water and infiltration

3.2.1

Theory

Water stored on the soil surface has diverse functions and interactions. Here we confine
ourselves to its role as a reservoir and as an intermediate source for supplying infiltration
water. The storage on the soil surface is schematized into two fractions:
- ‘micro’-storage;
- ‘macro’-storage.
The microstorage is formed by small depressions in the soil surface at sub-grid scale.
When after an inundation the land falls dry the water in the micro-storage is retained.
The water in macro-storage can freely move over the soil surface, restricted only by
natural barriers and constructions in the surface water channel network. The
schematization of the surface water system can be extended to the soil surface, obtained
from an GIS-analysis of the soil surface topography. In that case the barriers consist of
the ‘saddle points’ in the soil surface landscape.
Ponding water that is ‘macro’-storage on the soil surface has a multiple identity. The
steps involved in the multiple identity concept are described in §5.3.3 and illustrated in
Figure 27 through Figure 31.
The modelling of infiltration is notoriously difficult for various reasons, of which we
mention:
- the role of crust-forming at the soil surface;
- the complexity of the rewetting process of a dried out soil;
- the role of sub-grid scale flow processes over the soil surface; water that becomes
runoff at one spot can after all infiltrate in a small depression just a few metres away.
We do not attempt to model these aspects via a formulation in terms of a differential
equation. Instead we follow a pragmatic approach involving a minimum of parameters
that still allow enough freedom for the modeller to control the simulation along broad
lines.
The amount of water in the ponding reservoir (“ponding storage”) reacts directly to
incoming precipitation and exchange with the surface water model; thus we model the
dynamics of the ponding reservoir with the time step of the ‘fast’ processes. The use of a
different time steps for the fast and slow processes can lead to numerical artefacts in the
model if no precautions are taken. These precautions can take on two different forms:
- spreading of the effect of the previous update of the groundwater model on the new
series of fast time steps;
- anticipation on the behaviour of the model during the next update of the
groundwater model in reaction to fluxes and state variables of the fast processes.
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3.2.2

Implementation

At the beginning of the first time cycle for the ‘fast’ processes within a new groundwater
time step (see Figure 4) the groundwater above soil surface (if present) is converted into
ponding water:
j 0
S pond
 max{0; h j 0  hss }

where:
j 0
=
S pond
h j=0

=

hss

=

(29)

ponding storage at the beginning of the first ‘fast’ time cycle within the
groundwater time step (m)
groundwater level at time level j =0 of the fast processes, i.e. at the end of
the previous groundwater time step (m)
elevation of the soil surface (m)

The situation with upward seepage to the soil surface is handled in a special manner. The
above equation is then implemented in a modified form, in which the influence of the
upward seepage is spread out over all of the fast time steps within the considered
groundwater time step. Without this modification the model would produce artificial
peaks in the surface runoff during the first fast time step.
Infiltration can of course only occur if there is water available in the form of net
precipitation and/or water stored from the preceding period. We give infiltration of
ponding water priority over evaporation. So in order to determine the water availability
for infiltration the amount of water in the ponding reservoir is first updated with:
j 1
j
S 'pond
 S pond
 Pnave Δt s

(30)

where:
j
= ponding storage at time level j of fast processes (m)
S pond
j 1
= ponding storage after intermediate update for net precipitation (m)
S'pond
Pnave
Δts

= net precipitation rate, time averaged (m d-1)
= time step of fast time cycle (d)

The upper bound for the availability of infiltration water is then given by:
j 1
q inf, max,pond  S 'pond
/ Δt s

(31)

where qinf,max,pond is maximum available infiltration rate from ponding water (m d-1)
For situations with free percolation to the groundwater we use a simple relationship for
determining the maximum infiltration rate qinf,max
j1
qinf, max  qinf, max, u  S 'pond
/ c top,down

(32)

where:
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qinf, max

=

maximum infiltration rate (m)

qinf, max, u
ctop,down

=

maximum infiltration rate for situations without ponding (m)

=

vertical flow resistance in top of soil (d)

The user can leave out one of the terms. For the case that the soil profile is fully
saturated there are two modelling options. In the case of a specified ctop,down the
infiltration rate is found from the head difference between ponding water and
groundwater divided by ctop,down. In situations with the head of the groundwater higher
than that of the ponding water the resistance for upward flow is used ctop,up. If the
resistance is not specified, then we assume freedom of movement of water through the
soil surface.
Infiltration can also be hampered by a bottleneck further down in the system, i.e. in the
soil water and/or groundwater system. Let us first consider the case with the
groundwater level below the bottom of the root zone. The maximum amount of storage
space available for infiltration is then estimated with:
S inf, max,r  S r,sat  S r j 0  ( Eaave  Taave  I ave  q p,max ) Δt g
q inf, max,r  S inf, max,r / Δt s

where:
S inf, max,r
S r,sat

(33)

S r j 0

=
=
=

Eaave

=

available storage space for infiltration, based on root zone balance (m)
saturated water content of root zone (m)
water content of root zone at the beginning of the first fast time cycle,
i.e. the content at the end of the previous groundwater time step (m)
soil evaporation of previous fast time steps,time-averaged over Δtg (m d-1)

Taave
Iave
qp,max
q inf, max, r
Δtg

=

transpiration of previous fast time steps, time-averaged over Δtg(m d-1)

=
=
=
=

infiltration during previous fast time steps, time averaged (m d-1)
maximum possible percolation rate (>0) to the groundwater (m d-1)
maximum infiltration rate, based on root zone balance (m)
time step of soil water / groundwater submodels (d)

The above expression takes into account that evaporation and/or transpiration from the
root zone makes storage space available for infiltration water. The values given in the
above expression are still in the process of being updated, during each fast time cycle.
The time-averaged values are used because it is the volume that determines the
infiltration space. The maximum possible percolation rate to the groundwater is derived
from the soil physical metafunction qm given in §3.3.2.1.
The percolation can be hampered by the situation in the subsoil. For investigating this
potential bottleneck a balance is made for the whole column:
S inf, max, c  S r, sat  S r j  0  S 2, sat  S 2 j  0 
ave
 Qdave  G ave ) Δt g
( Eaave  Taave  I ave  Qspgw

(34)

q inf, max, c  max{S inf, max, c / Δt s , 0}
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where:
S inf, max,c
S2,sat
S 2 j 0

=

maximum storage space for infiltration, based on column balance (m)

=
=
=

saturated water content of shallow subsoil (box 2) (m)
water content of root zone at the beginning of first fast time cycle (m)
extraction for sprinkling from groundwater (from first layer) (m d-1)

Q dave

=

drainage / infiltration (+ = to the column) (m d-1)

G ave
q inf, max,c

=
=

regional groundwater flow (+=to the column) , last known value (m d-1)
maximum infiltration rate, based on column balance (m)

ave
Q spgw

The infiltration is then found from:
q inf  min( q inf, max,pond ; q inf, max,u ; q inf, max,r ; q inf, max,c )

(35)

The next update of the water stored in the ponding reservoir is made with:
j 1
j 1
S"pond
 S 'pond
q inf Δt s

where:
j 1
=
S"pond

(36)

ponding storage water after update for infiltration (m)

j 1
The value of S"pond
is used for determining the maximum availability of ponding evaporation water (Eq. 23). Subsequently the amount of water in storage is updated with:
j 1
j 1
S "'pond
 S"pond
 Epond Δt s

where:
j 1
S"'pond
Epond

=

ponding storage after update for evaporation (m)

=

ponding evaporation rate (m d-1)

(37)

The way the runoff is computed depends on the used modelling option:
- the resistance method;
- the integrated method involving zero resistance.
The advantage of the first method is that the time-delay due to the flow process is
modelled to some extent. The disadvantage is that due to the low resistance the
simulation can become unstable, and oscillations result. The integrated method is
unconditionally stable; the drawback is the immediacy of transfer of water, which can be
unrealistic.
If the resistance method is used the runoff is simply computed with:
j 1
q run  [hs j  S "'pond
] / Δt s

(38)

where:
qrun = runon/runoff of the SVAT-unit (+ = to the column) (m d-1)
hsj
= surface water level at time level j (m)
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If the integrated method used for the runoff simulation (see §5.3.3 and Figure 27
through Figure 31), the ponding water in the macro-storage is transferred to the surface
water model. For this the storage is first decomposed into the two types of storage with:
j 1
j 1
S "'pond,
micro  min{S "'pond ; S pond, micro, cap }

(39)

j 1
j 1
j 1
S"'pond,
macro  S "'pond  S "' pond, micro

where:
j 1
S"'pond,
micro
Spond,micro,cap
j 1
S"'pond,
macro

=

ponding micro-storage (m)

=
=

capacity of micro-storage (m)
ponding macro-storage (m)

The surface water model then computes hydraulic heads for the channel trajectories and
the associated subcatchments; each subcatchment consists of one or more SVAT-units
of the top system model. After completing the simulation of surface water flow
processes the newly determined levels are linked to the respective SVAT-units within the
subcatchments. The modified amount of water in macro-storage is computed by:
j 1
S ""pond,
macro  max{hs  (h ss  S pond, micro, cap ); 0}

where:
j 1
S""pond,
macro
hs
hss

(40)

= ponding water in macro-storage after surface water update (m)
= surface water level (m)
= elevation of the soil surface (m)

and the total storage in the ponding reservoir is computed as
j 1
j 1
j 1
S""pond
 S"'pond,
micro  S ""pond, macro

where:
j 1
S""pond

=

(41)

ponding water after update for surface water flow (m)

By comparing this storage to the amount that was transferred to the surface water model,
the net runon/runoff of the SVAT-unit can be calculated (>0 for runon):
j 1
j 1
q run  [ S ""pond
S "'pond
] / Δt s

(42)

where:
qrun
= runon/runoff of the SVAT-unit (m d-1)
If the considered ‘fast’ time step involves an intermediate update within the (longer)
j 1
j 1
groundwater time step, the final ponding storage S pond
is set equal to S""pond
. The
simulation then continues with the next cycle starting from Eq. 30. If the simulation has
arrived at the end of the last ‘fast’ time cycle it is followed by a finalization procedure. In
the case that there is hydraulic contact with the groundwater the ponding storage is
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compared to that at the beginning. The difference is added as recharge to the groundwater model:
j n
j 0
q recha, pond  ( S ""pond
S pond
) / Δt g
(43)
where:
qrecha,pond = recharge rate of the ‘visible’ groundwater, time averaged over Δtg (m)
j 0
= ponding storage at beginning of groundwater time step (m)
Spond
j n
= ponding storage at end of last ‘fast’ time step n, n = Δtg /Δts (m)
S " " pond
j n
After the groundwater model update has been performed, the ponding storage S pond
is
finalized by applying Eq. 29 for the new groundwater level. At this point the infiltration
rate can also be finalized on the basis of a water balance analysis involving the final value
of G ave , the regional groundwater flow.
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3.3

Unsaturated flow

3.3.1

Theory

The model schematization assumes that unsaturated flow takes place within parallel
vertical columns, with each column connecting to a simulation unit of a groundwater
model. The phreatic surface acts as a ‘moving boundary’ between the flow domains of
the soil column models and the groundwater model. All lateral exchanges are assumed to
take place in the saturated zone. The main idea of the modeling method for the
(unsteady) unsaturated flow is to use steady-state solutions to Richards’ equation as
building blocks of a dynamic model, a so-called quasi steady-state model. The
appropriate building blocks are – for each time level – selected on the basis of water
balances at the aggregate scale of control volumes for the ‘root zone’ and the ‘subsoil’.
Put in mathematical terms, the partial differential equation for the unsteady flow
(Richards’ equation) is replaced by two ordinary differential equations: one for the
variations in the vertical column (using the steady-state form of the flow equation) and
the other for the variations in time (using a water balance at aggregate scale). The
described method is a radical redesign of the one presented by de Laat (1980) and
Wesseling (1957). A validation of the current method is given in Van Walsum and
Groenendijk (2008).
3.3.1.1

Steady states

For one-dimensional flow in an unsaturated soil with root water extraction, the steadystate form of the flow equation can be written as:
d
dz


 dψ  
 1  τ (ψ , z )  0,
K (ψ )
z
d




0z h,

(44)

subject to the boundary conditions
ψ( h )  0

(45)


 dψ

 1   q( 0 )
K ( ψ )
 dz
  z 0


(46)

where
z
h
ψ
K(ψ)
q(0)
τ(ψ,z)

=
=
=
=
=
=

elevation coordinate, taken positively upward (zero at the soil surface) (m)
groundwater elevation (m)
pressure head (m)
hydraulic conductivity as a function of pressure head (m d-1)
flux density at the soil surface, taken positively upward (m d-1)
depth- and head-dependent extraction term for root water uptake (m3m-3d-1)

A steady-state profile is obtained by specifying the conductivity parameters of each
distinguished soil layer and by solving Eq. 44 subject to imposed values for the
groundwater elevation h (Eq. 45), the potential flux density at the soil surface qpot(0)
(Eq. 46), and the potential total root water uptake rate Tpot of the root zone. A flexible root
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Figure 7 Examples of steady-state profiles for a loamy soil with a root zone thickness of 0.3 m and a groundwater
elevation of –1.5 m. For the capillary rise profiles (transpiration rate T > 0) the given values of the flux density (q >0)
are for below the root zone; for the equilibrium profile and the percolation profiles (infiltration rate I ≥ 0) the given
values of the flux density (q ≤ 0) are for the whole profile down to the groundwater elevation. The Mualem-Van
Genuchten parameters (Mualem, 1976; Van Genuchten, 1980) given by Wösten et al. (2001) for this homogeneous
soil are θs = 0.41 m3 m-3, θr = 0.01 m3 m--3, ks = 0.0370 m d-1, α = 0.71 m-1, n = 1.298, λ = 0.912.

distribution function with depth is applied, yielding the potential root extraction rate
τpot(z). The actual root extraction rate is obtained (as part of the solution scheme for
Eq. 44) through multiplying the potential extraction rate by a dimensionless reduction
function (Feddes et al., 1978). The solution obtained by running a steady-state version of
the SWAP model (Appendix 1, see also Kroes et al., 2008) yields values for the actual root
extraction rate τact(z), the actual flux density q(0) at the soil surface, and the constant
moisture flux density q in the subsoil below the root zone. The flow in the saturated part
of the profile is outside the domain of the steady-state simulations. Examples of steadystate profiles for a root zone thickness of 0.3 m and a groundwater elevation h = −1.5 m
are given in Figure 7.
The set of steady-state profiles which result from different combinations of groundwater
elevation, potential flux density at the soil surface qpot(0), and potential total root water
uptake Tpot, is assumed to be available in a database. For the sake of simplicity, the
database only contains steady states resulting from either a non-zero qpot(0) < 0 or a nonzero Tpot > 0, plus the equilibrium profiles. From the states contained in the database, it
is then possible to construct a function Ψ(z,q,h) for the pressure head (m) as a function
of the elevation z (m), the steady-state flux density q below the root zone (m d-1), and the
groundwater elevation h (m). Combining Ψ(z,q,h) with a relationship between moisture
content and pressure head (Van Genuchten, 1980) yields the function Θ(z,q,h) for the
volumetric water content (m3m-3) as a function of z, q, and h.
In utilizing the profiles, frequent reference is made to a profile ‘segment’. By a ‘root zone
profile segment’ is meant the part of a profile for z ≥ zr, where zr is the elevation of the
bottom of the root zone. By a ‘subsoil segment’ is meant the part of a profile for z < zr,
extending downwards to an elevation zs (which is taken below the deepest groundwater
elevation that can locally occur). Water content totals of the profile segments are
obtained through integration:
0

z

0

zr

zs

zs

s r   θ (z ) dz ; s s   r θ (z ) dz ; s   θ (z ) dz
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where:
θ(z) =
=
sr
ss
=
s
=

volumetric water content at elevation z (m3 m-3)
total water content of the root zone (m)
total water content of the ‘subsoil’ (m)
total of sr and ss (m).

3.3.3.2

Dynamics

Recharge
Flow dynamics are driven by time variations of water balance stresses in the root zone.
These stresses are summarized by the root zone recharge rate:
0

R  I  E   τ act (z ) dz
zr

where:
R
I
E
τact(z)

=
=
=
=

(48)

root zone recharge rate (m d-1)
infiltration rate at the soil surface (m d-1)
soil evaporation rate (m d-1)
actual root extraction rate as a function of z (m3m-3d-1)

The head-dependent function for root extraction is nonlinear (Feddes et al., 1978); it is
therefore important for the accuracy to evaluate the dependency at a detailed scale in the
vertical column. The use of a total recharge rate implies that infiltration at the soil surface
is assumed to be distributed instantaneously throughout the root zone according to one
of the steady-state water content profiles. It is part of the solution procedure to
determine which profile that is.
Transitions between steady states
In solving the equations describing the soil water dynamics, use is made of the following
properties of the Θ(z,q,h) function:
1. For a given groundwater elevation, the total amount of water s in a steady-state
profile is a strictly monotonously decreasing function of the steady-state flux q (taken
positively upward). The same applies to the total amount of water present in the
profile from the groundwater elevation upwards.
2. For a given moisture content at the top of the profile, the total amount of water in
the profile is a strictly monotonously increasing function of the groundwater
elevation h.
To describe the method, first two hypothetical cases of a drying-out soil are considered.
Both start from a steady-state moisture profile involving root zone extraction (meaning a
negative recharge rate R) and capillary rise. The cases differ with respect to the boundary
conditions starting from time t j, where the superscript j denotes the time level.
In Case 1 (Figure 8) the extraction suddenly increases to a new value T j+1 that is assumed
to be known; the groundwater elevation is held constant by supplying sufficient lateral
saturated flow to compensate for the capillary rise. The schematization of the quasi
steady-state method entails that the water content profile at t j+1 has to be found by
selecting one of the profiles from the database of steady states. The unknown to be
solved is the (new) steady-state flux density at t j+1: If that flux density is known, then (in
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Figure 8 Case 1 of a drying-out soil: Increasing extraction from the root zone (Tj+1 > Tj) and the groundwater elevation
h held constant. The simulated transition from the steady-state profile at time t j to a steady-state profile at t j+1 is based
on a water balance at aggregate scale, using the time-averaged transpiration rate Tave, the total volume change ∆s, and
the time-averaged flux density qhave from the phreatic surface.

combination with the known groundwater elevation h) the rest of the profile is known.
The solution is found by formulating a water balance equation for the vadose zone as a
system volume, assuming that the value of q in the Θ(z,q,h) function occurs at the phreatic
surface:


θ

0
h

[θ

j 1

j 1

(z )  θ j (z )] dz  q have Δt g  R ave Δt g

(z )  Θ(z , q

where:
Rave =
q hj 1 =
qhave =
∆tg
=

j 1
h

(49)

, h)

time-averaged recharge rate (which in Case 1 is equal to −T j+1) (m d-1)
flux density through the phreatic surface at time t j+1 (m d-1)
time-averaged flux density during the interval [t j, t j+1] (m d-1)
time increment [t j+1−t j] (d)

The time-averaged flux density is computed with a weighting factor f (-) for the time
dependence:
q have  (1  f )q hj  f q hj 1

(50)

Then, after rearranging, Eq. 49a can be written as:



0
h

θ

j 1

0

(z ) dz  f q hj 1 Δt   θ j (z ) dz  (1  f )q hj Δt  R ave Δt
h

(51)

From property 1 of the set of steady states it follows that the left side of Eq. 51 (in
combination with Eq. 49b) is a strictly monotonously decreasing function of the steadystate flux at t j+1. For a given value of the right side of Eq. 51, it is possible to scan the set
of steady states and then find the (only) one that satisfies the equation. This yields the
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Figure 9 Use of a so-called composite profile in the alternative solution method for situations with capillary rise and deep
groundwater elevations, applied to the hypothetical Case 1 of a drying-out soil (cf. Figure 8). In the first step of the
solution procedure, a water balance is made for combined root zone and non-steady capillary zone (with ∆sr+∆ss as the
total volume change) to obtain the profile segment at t j+1, yielding also the time-averaged flux through the bottom of the
root zone, qrave. The profile segment between the bottom of the non-steady capillary zone and the groundwater level is
assumed to not dry out beyond equilibrium profile.

unknown q hj 1 and thereby (in combination with h) the whole water content profile by
inserting the values in the Θ(z,q,h) function.
The above method assumes a transition of the whole profile to a new steady state. This,
however, is only realistic for very shallow groundwater levels. For a drying-out soil, it is
more realistic to let the water content profile in the subsoil lag behind that of the root
zone. The ‘cut’ where the lag starts (Figure 9) is not taken at the bottom of the root zone,
because below the root zone there is what we call the ‘non-steady capillary zone’ that is
strongly influenced by the root water uptake activity. The thickness of this zone depends
on the combined conductivity and storage characteristics of a soil. This thickness has to
be found by calibration of the water balance on the SWAP model. For the profile
segment towards the groundwater level we assume that it only acts as a transmission
z (m)

T
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<T

j

0.0
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s
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t

j
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G
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Figure 10 Case 2 of a drying-out soil: Moisture content at the top of the profile held constant and a falling groundwater
elevation due to capillary rise. A water balance involving the time-averaged transpiration rate Tave, the total volume
change ∆s , and the saturated flow to the soil column G is used for simulating the transition to a groundwater elevation
h j+1, assuming that the water content profile at t j+1 is a steady state profile.
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zone for capillary fluxes that are determined by the situation in the root zone and the
depth of the groundwater level
In the (hypothetical) Case 2 (Figure 10) the moisture content at the top of the profile is
kept constant. That is done by slowly reducing the extraction. This compensates for the
decrease of capillary rise due to the falling groundwater elevation. The lateral saturated
flow is assumed to be zero. In this (hypothetical) case the extraction rate as a function of
time is assumed to be known. The unknown to be solved is the groundwater elevation as
a function of time. That is done by formulating a water balance condition for a control
volume of the soil column extending into the groundwater:



0
zs

[θ j  1 (z )  θ j (z )]dz  [R ave  G ave ]Δt

θ j  1(z )  Θ(z , q j  1 , h j  1 )

(52)

θ j 1(0)  θ j (0)
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Figure 11 General case of a drying-out soil, involving both a water content change at the top of the profile and a
groundwater elevation change: The moisture profile at t = t ~j+1 is used for ‘partitioning’ the water content change from
t j to t j+1 . The profile at t ~j+1 is denoted as the ‘intermediate update’

where the saturated flow G to the soil column (m d-1) is assumed to be zero in this
hypothetical case. This equation uniquely determines the groundwater elevation at t j+1,
owing to property 2 of the set of steady states: Eq. 52a can be rearranged like was done
with Eq. 49a, resulting in an equation with the unknown θ j+1on the left side. The solution
at t j+1 is then found by scanning the subset of steady-states that complies with Eqs. 52b
and 52c, and finding the (only) one that satisfies the rearranged form of Eq. 52a.
The general case (Figure 11) involves both a groundwater elevation change and a change
in the water content at the top of the profile. In order to find a unique solution in a
straightforward manner, the transition of the profile from t j to t j+1 is partitioned. This is
done with the moisture profile for the groundwater elevation at t j and the moisture
content at the top of the profile at t j+1 , as indicated in Figure 11 by the curve at t ~j+1. The
partitioning of the water-content change is based on the notion that the recharge of the
root zone acts as a driver of the processes in the column; thus the groundwater elevation
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change is a reaction to what happens above. Furthermore, this way of partitioning greatly
simplifies the solution method, which then can consist of two major steps that are
performed consecutively:
1. for the unchanged groundwater elevation, determine the intermediate update at t ~j+1 ;
2. for the new moisture conditions in the top part of the profile, determine the new
groundwater elevation at t j+1 .
The used solution method for the step 1 is the same as for the hypothetical Case 1
described above. In this step the elevation of the phreatic surface is assumed unchanged;
thus the elevation is used in an ‘explicit’ manner with respect to time. The method for
step 2 deviates from the method for Case 2 only in the handling of the moisture
conditions in the top part of the profile, as is explained in the section about the model
implementation.
For simulating situations with percolation, the first ‘cut’ of the profile is assumed to be at
the bottom of the root zone. A separate calculation is made for the non-steady capillary
zone and for the zones below. These extra zones from a cascade of profile segments,
that simulate attenuation and transmission processes of soil moisture flow to deep
groundwater levels.
3.3.3.3

Flux density profile

The flux density profile can be made explicit through making a water balance for each
desired elevation coordinate zi:
z

ave
q ave (z i )  G ave   i {[θ j 1 (z )  θ j (z )]/ Δt g τ act
(z ) }dz
zs

where:
q ave(zi)
G ave
ave
τ act
(z )

(53)

= time-averaged flux density (m d-1)
= time-averaged saturated flow to the column (m d-1),
= time-averaged actual root extraction rate (m3 m-3 d-1)

The term involving θ is the so-called volume change rate. This causes the time-averaged
‘quasi steady-state’ flux densities to differ from the steady-state flux density of a steadystate water content profile. The computed fluxes for elevations below the phreatic
surface are outside the flow domain of the soil column model. For accurate simulation of
water quality processes, they should be replaced by fluxes that are determined in the
groundwater model.
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3.3.2

Implementation

For the method to be efficient, it is crucial that the computational effort for running a
regional hydrologic model (describing three dimensional groundwater flow coupled to
the one-dimensional flow in the unsaturated zone) should be kept to a minimum. To that
end, the numerics are done insofar as possible in the pre- and post-processing stages.
3.3.2.1

Pre-processing

In the pre-processing stage, a series of steady states for each soil type and possible root
zone depth are computed using the numerical scheme given in Appendix 1. The
simulations are done for the following boundary conditions:
- a series of (potential) boundary flux values for the root zone, ranging from extreme
potential infiltration to extreme potential evapotranspiration;
- a series of groundwater elevations, ranging from just below the soil surface to the
deepest depth present in the study region.
The used soil type definitions may involve several soil layers having different hydraulic
properties. For each of the computed steady-state profiles, the mean pressure head in the
root zone is determined with:

ψr 

1
zr

where:
zr
=
ψ(z) =



0

zr

ψ (z ) dz

(54)

elevation of the bottom of the root zone (m)
pressure head as a function of z in one of the steady-state profiles (m d-1).

Each steady-state profile has a unique combination of ψr and groundwater elevation h.
These two variables serve as entries in tabular functions. This deviates from the use of
the flux density q as an ‘independent’ variable in the functions Θ(z,q,h) and Ψ(z,q,h) that
are employed in describing the method. In the implementation of the model the flux
density is handled as a tabular function, TBq(ψr,h). Using ψr instead of q as an independent
variable appears to be more convenient for the algorithmic part of the implementation.
The function Ψ(z,q,h) for the pressure head is implemented as the set of tabular
functions TBΨi(ψr,h), for all compartments i of the Richards-type model used in the preprocessing. The function Θ(z,q,h) for the water content is implemented as TBΘi(ψr,h), and
also at the aggregate scale of the used control volumes, using the integrations given in Eq.
47:
- TBsr(ψr,h) for the total storage of water in the root zone (m);
- TBss(ψr,h) for the total storage of water in the subsoil (m).
Examples of a storage and of a flux-density function are given in Figure 12 and Figure
13. (Note that the pF-axes of the two figures are different, for graphical reasons.) The
steady-state simulations only yield values for physically possible combinations of ψr and h.
So there is only partial independence of these two variables. In order to make possible a
step-by-step solution procedure, the functions are extended to the whole domain of ψr
and h, simply based on the rule ‘groundwater prevails’.
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Figure 12 Example of a tabular root zone storage function TBsr(ψr,h) for a loamy soil with a root zone thickness of
0.30 m. (For soil type 21 of Table 2; the parameters are given in the caption of Figure 7.) The total storage in the root
zone is a function of the mean pressure head in the root zone (pF of ψr) and the groundwater elevation (h).

Figure 13 Example of a tabular moisture flux density function TBq(ψr,h) for a loamy soil with a root zone thickness of
0.30 m. (For soil type 21 of Table 2.) The steady-state flux density is given as a function of the mean pressure head in
the root zone (pF of ψr) and the groundwater elevation (h).
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3.3.2.2

Online computational scheme

Overview
The ‘online’ part of the calculations is done in combination with a regional hydrologic
model, with feedback at each time step; the scheme involves three major steps:
1. calculation of the recharge of the root zone;
2. update of the root zone pressure heads of the moisture profile segments (step 2a for
the root zone update and step 2b for the subsoil update), yielding the values for the
intermediate solution step at t ~j+1;
3. update of the groundwater elevation in conjunction with a groundwater model;
finalization of root zone pressure heads, yielding the values at t j+1.
Since an explicit scheme is employed for handling some of the variables with respect to
time, the accuracy of the method is sensitive to the time increment used. Step 3 contains
special precautions to ensure the stability of the scheme. A numerical example is
employed for explaining the computational steps. For the example, we use the soil with a
root zone thickness of 0.30 m that was previously drawn on in the illustrations. The
initial groundwater elevation h at time t j is −1.5 m and the moisture profile in the vadose
zone is at equilibrium. A time step of 1 d is used. The third step of the scheme is
described in Section §3.4.
Recharge
The recharge of the root zone (step 1) is computed as the net balance of the following
three components: infiltration at the soil surface, evaporation, and root extraction (Eq.
48). The mean pressure head of the root zone is disaggregated to a more detailed level of
compartments i (which are also used in solving the steady-state form of Richards’
equation) by evaluating the functions TBΨi(ψr,h); then more accurate results are obtained
for the total root water uptake. The time-averaged recharge rate is set equal to the value
that is obtained using state variables (ψi) at the beginning of the time step; so an ‘explicit’
scheme is used. In the numerical example, there is a recharge rate of Rave = I ave =
0.016 m d-1 for the time step from t j to t j+1.
Root zone pressure head
In step 2a of the solution scheme, ψr (the mean pressure head of the root zone) is
updated. This yields the value for the intermediate solution step, ψ r~ j 1 . In the initial
situation the equilibrium pressure head varies from −1.5 m at the soil surface to −1.2 m
at the bottom of the root zone; so the mean value is equal to −1.35 m, which
corresponds to a pF-value of 2.13. For this value in combination with h = −1.5 m, the
tabular function displayed in Figure 12 gives a total storage in the root zone of srj =
0.1058 m. According to the model concept, the infiltration water (0.016 m) will be spread
throughout the root zone; so it is certain that the model will simulate percolation from
the root zone during this time interval. In that case a variation of the solution method is
used, involving separate profile segments for the root zone and the subsoil. A fully
implicit scheme for the time weighting of the moisture flux is employed in this example;
so q rave = q r~ j 1 . The balance is obtained in the following form:



0

0

θ ~ j 1 (z ) dz  q r~ j 1 Δt g   θ j (z ) dz  R ave Δt g  s rj R ave Δt g 

(55)
0.1058  0.0160  0.1218 m
The terms on the left side are now replaced by the respective tabular functions, with the
unknown root zone pressure head ψ r~ j1 as one of the arguments:
zr
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~ j 1

TB s r (ψ r

, h j )  TB q(ψ r~ j 1 , h j ) Δt g  0.1218 m

(56)

The groundwater elevation is assumed unchanged in the intermediate solution step for
the pressure heads; so h j is used. This equation can be solved directly for ψ r~ j 1 by first
constructing a table for the total of the left side; the solution method is similar to the one
used by Veldhuizen et al. (1998) in a simplified surface water model. The table can be
interpreted as a ‘water demand’ function: the left side of Eq. 56 gives the total amount of
water needed for storage and percolation, in dependence on ψ r~ j 1 . The demand must be
matched to the ‘water availability’, which is 0.1218 m in the example. As can be derived
from Table 1 through an inverse interpolation, a value of 0.1218 m for the availability
matches to pFr~j+1 = 1.62 ( =1.80+{[0.1218−0.1169]/[0.1222−0.1169]}*[1.60−1.80]), and
thus ψ r~ j 1 = −0.41 m. This procedure also yields sr~j+1 = 0.1180 m and q rave = q r~ j 1 =
−0.0038 m d-1.
After the update of the root zone variables, the flux to the subsoil is available for making
the balance of the subsoil. Thereafter, a similar process of matching water availability and
water demand serves as the solution procedure for the pressure head of the subsoil
segment. Only the result is mentioned here. Assuming the bottom of the subsoil control
volume is at zs = −2.0 m, then the initial storage ssj in the subsoil equals 0.6668 m. The
result for the intermediate update (Figure 14) is a storage of ss~j+1= 0.6702, which implies
a change of ∆ss~j+1 = 0.0034 m and a time-averaged flux to the phreatic surface of [ qhave ]
= 0.0004 m d-1. The new total storage in the column is given by s~j+1 = sr~j+1 + ss~j+1 =
0.1180 + 0.6702 = 0.7882 m.
z (m)
0.0

I

ave

= 0.0160 m d-1

sr = 0.0122 m t ~j+1

root zone
ave

-qr =
0.0038 m d-1

-0.5

ss = 0.0034 m
t

-1.0

j

t

~j+1

qj = 0

-1.5

h

-2.0
0.00

ave

-qh =
0.0004 m d-1

0.30

0.32

0.34
0.36
m3 m-3

0.38

0.40

0.42

Figure 14 Numerical example for a time step of 1 d, starting from an equilibrium profile at t j (q j = 0). Indicated are
the water balance terms for the ‘intermediate update’ to the moisture profile at t ~j+1, using the groundwater elevation of
t j. Explanation of symbols: Iave is the time-averaged infiltration rate (m d-1), ∆sr is the total volume change of the root
zone (m), [-qrave] is the time-averaged percolation rate from the root zone (m d-1), ∆ss is the total volume change of the
subsoil (m), and [-qhave] is the time-averaged groundwater recharge rate (m d-1).
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3.3.2.3

Post-processing

In the off-line post-processing (after completing the online simulations for the whole
simulation period), detailed pressure head and moisture content profiles are constructed
using the functions TBΨi(ψr,h) and TBΘi(ψr,h) that are available for the compartments i of
the schematization used by the Richards-type model. The fluxes between the compartments are found from repeated application of the water balance equation (cf. Eq. 53):
j 1
q iave  q iave
 θ i j ]/ Δt g  τ iave }Δz i
1  {[θ i

where
qiave =
∆zi
τ iave

=
=

(57)

time-averaged flux density through top of compartment i (with the first one
just below the soil surface) during the increment from time t j to t j+1 (m d-1)
compartment thickness (m)
time-averaged root extraction rate (m3 m-3 d-1)

The balances can be made by starting from the top boundary condition and then
proceeding downwards, or by starting from the bottom boundary condition and then
proceeding upwards. If the start is made at the bottom compartment N, the value of Gave
(total of the time-averaged saturated flow to the column) is used for q Nave1 . From there
on, Eq. 57 can be applied for i = N−1,…,1.
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3.4

Coupling to regional groundwater flow

3.4.1

Theory

If the modelling approach was both ‘unified’ and ‘truly three-dimensional’ then the
groundwater elevation would not have to play an explicit role in the formulation in terms
of equations. In our approach, there are different types of schematization for respectively
the unsaturated and saturated zone:
- a one dimensional flow schematization in parallel vertical SVAT-columns in the
unsaturated zone;
- a three-dimensional flow schematization in the saturated subsoil.
There are two options for the link between MetaSWAP and MODFLOW:
- i-link, which is a resistance-free link, meaning that the groundwater level of the
SVAT unit and the head in MODFLOW cell are kept equal;
- c-link, which is a resistance link, involving a head difference.
The i-link is the most used type; the model only uses a c-link if the following two
conditions are met:
- groundwater head above soil surface;
- availability of information about the vertical resistance of the soil surface.
An example of a c-link is given in the fourth column of the cross-section given in Figure
15. The link up with the regional model in this example is with the second layer of the
regional model, but could also have been with the first layer.
In the case of an i-link the so-called groundwater recharge is a concept that can not be
used without prior definition. From the viewpoint of groundwater as a system volume the
recharge includes any water that passes ‘through’ the (moving) phreatic surface. This flux
can be seen to have two components:
- the unsaturated flow driven by gradients in the unsaturated zone to/from the
phreatic surface;
- the flux due to the movement of the phreatic surface itself.
i-links

c-link

hSVAT = hGW,1
SVAT- columns
1
2

hSVAT
≠ hGW,2
3

4

Groundwater grid cell, layer 1

Groundwater grid cell, layer 2

Figure 15 Cross section with examples of so-called i-links (column 1-3) and a c-link (column 4) between the SVATmodel and the regional groundwater flow model. In the case of an i-link the local groundwater elevation hSVAT of the
SVAT is equal to the groundwater head hGW,1 in the first layer of the regional model. In the case of a c-link there is a
head difference due to the vertical flow resistance in the saturated part of the SVAT column. In this example the c-link
is with the second layer of the groundwater model, with head hGW,2.
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The latter requires some more explanation. Consider for instance the (theoretical) case
with percolation in the unsaturated zone and with a downward saturated flux that is even
stronger. Then the groundwater level will be dropping. As it drops, water of the
groundwater system volume will be ‘converted’ into water belonging to the system
volume of the unsaturated zone. Thus the ‘recharge’ of the groundwater will be negative,
even though there is percolation coming from above. This is a theoretical case (because
percolation will be normally be greater than the saturated flux, it is the driver), but the
example does illustrate that if the coupling scheme is based on a system volume concept
the recharge depends strongly on the behaviour of the phreatic surface itself. For this
reason we prefer to not use the system volume concept as the basis for the numerical
scheme. Instead, we base our scheme on a water balance method for the control volume
comprising the unsaturated zone and the top part of the saturated zone, for the general
case of the balance given in Eq. 52. In the implementation we avoid using the term
‘groundwater recharge’. That term we reserve for the meaning as given above. In a
postprocessing step the system volume concept is used for making this recharge explicit.
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3.4.2 Implementation
3.4.2.1

Water balance of coupled system

The coupling to a regional groundwater flow model involves the implementation of Eq.
52, but from a different starting point: the hypothetical case started from t j; here the start
is from the intermediate update of the compartment pressure heads at ‘time’ t~j+1. Part of
the recharge has already been used for the intermediate updates of these pressure heads;
so this should be discounted first. This, followed by substitution of the θ-integrations
given in Eq. 47 yields the so-called residual column recharge:
R ' ave  R ave 
where:
Rave
R ' ave
θ~j+1(z)
s r~ j 1
s s~ j 1
Δtg

1
Δt g



0

zs

[θ ~ j 1 (z )  θ j (z )]dz  R ave  [ s r~ j 1  s rj  s s~ j 1  s sj ]/ Δt g

(58)

= column recharge of soil /ground water, time averaged (m d-1)
= residual column recharge of soil/ground water, time averaged (m d-1)
= volumetric water content at elevation z, after intermediate update of
pressure heads at ‘time’ t~j+1 (m3 m-3)
= water content of root zone after intermediate update (m)
= water content of subsoil after intermediate update (m)
= time increment [t

j+1

−t j] of soil water /ground water models (d)

The water balance condition for the coupled system can then be written as:



0

zs

[θ j 1 (z )  θ ~j 1 (z )]dz  [R 'ave  G ave ]Δt g

where:
θ j+1(z)
Gave

(59)

= volumetric water content at elevation z, after update of pressure heads and
phreatic level at time t j+1 (m3 m-3)
= net saturated regional groundwater flow, time averaged (m d-1)

The integration of θ ~ j 1 (z ) is given by s~j+1, which is the sum of s r~ j 1 and s s~ j 1 for the
storage in the root zone and the subsoil after the intermediate update of pressure heads.
The integration of the (unknown) θ j 1 (z ) is replaced by a tabular storage function
TBsg(h) that is derived by summing the tabular functions TBsr(ψr,h) and TBss(ψr,h); the
(known) intermediate update of the pressure head, ψ r~ j 1 , is inserted. The balance
equation can now be written as:
TB s g (h )

where:
TB s g (h )
s~j+1

 s ~ j 1  [R 'ave  G ave ]Δt g

(60)

= table-function for water content of the SVAT column as a function of
phreatic level (m)
= water content of the SVAT column after intermediate update (m)
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Coupling via c-link
The regional flow term Gave can contain diverse stresses acting on the column. In the case
of a so-called c-link (§3.4.1) the interaction with the regional groundwater model has been
schematized to a purely vertical flow; the above equation can then be expanded as:

 s ~j1  [R 'ave  q drain  q sprink, gw  q bot ]Δt g

TB s g (h )

where:
R'ave
qdrain
qsprink,gw
qbot

(61)

residual column recharge of soil / ground water, time averaged (m d-1)
drainage (+= to the SVAT column) (m d-1)
extraction for sprinkling from phreatic layer (≤0) (m d-1)
vertical groundwater flow (+= to the SVAT column) (m d-1)

=
=
=
=

The vertical flow simulation is influenced by the phreatic level in two manners, via
influences on:
- the energy head difference;
- the total flow resistance between the phreatic level and the bottom boundary of the
SVAT-model.
These two influences are contained in the flow equation:
q bot  

where
qbot
hSVAT
hGW
ksat(z)

[h SVAT  h GW ]
hSVAT
dz
z s ksat (z )

(62)

vertical groundwater flow (+= to the SVAT column) (m d-1)
groundwater level in SVAT column (m)
groundwater head in connected cell of groundwater model (m)
saturated conductivity as a function of elevation z (m d-1)

=
=
=
=

Coupling via i-link
As explained in §3.4.1 there can be several SVAT-columns coupled via zero-resistance ilinks to a single grid cell of the groundwater model. The water balance equation in the
expanded form for such a multiple-column coupling is given by:

[TB s

kK(i)

g, k

j 1
~ j 1
(hGW,
]a k  { [R 'ave
i )  sk
k q drain, k  qsprink, gw, k ]a k  qsat, reg, i Ai } Δt g

(63)

kK(i)

where:
TB s g, k ( hGW, i )

=

s k~ j 1
ak
Ai
K(i)
R 'ave
k
qdrain,k
qsprink,gw
qsat,reg,i

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

table-function for water content of SVAT column k as a function
j 1
of groundwater elevation hGW,
i in groundwater grid cell i (m)
water content of SVAT column k after intermediate update (m)
area of SVAT unit k (m2)
area of groundwater grid cell i (m2)
set of SVAT’s k coupled to a groundwater grid cell i
residual column recharge of soil/ground water of SVAT k (m d-1)
drainage of SVAT k (+= to the column) (m d-1)
extraction for sprinkling from phreatic layer (≤0) (m d-1)
regional groundwater flow (+= to the cell i) (m d-1)
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3.4.2.2

Iteration scheme

Coupling via c-link
The exchange flow qbot of a c-link is updated at the beginning of each outer loop cycle,
(Figure 4). So no adjustment is made during the inner-loop iterations of the groundwater
model. In order to stabilize the simulation an under-relaxation factor is used.
Coupling via i-link
With the water balance given by Eq. 63 the groundwater model has all the information
that is needed for solving the coupled flow formulation, to solve for the unknown head hi
and the related saturated flow qsat,reg,i. But most groundwater models can not handle a
nonlinear storage relationship. Therefore, an iteration cycle was created in which the
storage characteristics are passed to the groundwater model in the form of a phreatic
storage coefficient. Then Eq. 63 transforms into:

μ

kK(i)

j 1
k

j 1
j
ave
[hGW,
i  h GW, i ]a k  {  [ R 'k q drain, k  q sprink, gw, k ]a k  q sat, reg, i A i } Δt g

(64)

kK(i)

where μ kj 1 is the dynamically determined phreatic storage coefficient (m3 m-2 m-1). For
the converged situation, the coefficient is given by the slope of the chord between two
points on the storage curve:
j 1
j
μ kj  1  [ s kj  1  s k~ j  1 ] /[ h SVAT,
k  h SVAT, k ]

(65)

For the numerical example given in §3.3.2.2, the obtained storage table-function TBsg(h)
is given in Figure 16. The function has been extended above the soil surface, assuming a
storage coefficient of 1.0 for ‘ponded groundwater’. In the non-converged situation of
j 1, p
the pth-iteration, the newest groundwater head iteration hGW,
and the newest total
i
j+1,p
storage s
(total of the storage in the control volumes of root zone and subsoil) do not
form a point on the storage curve. Figure 16 shows two options for updating the
phreatic storage coefficient during the iteration process. The first option is to use Eq. 65
j 1, p
even though there is a discrepancy between the latest groundwater head hGW,
i and the
j  1, p
latest hSVAT,
k . The latter is obtained via the water balance (including the saturated flow G)
and an inverse look-up operation in the storage table TBsg,k(h), by using its inverse form
TBhg,k(s). Since it is based on the water balance we call it the storage-based storage
coefficient:
j
μ s,jk1, p1  [ s kj 1, p  s k~ j 1 ]/[TB h g,k ( s kj 1, p )  hSVAT,
(66)
k]
where
= storage-based storage coefficient for the next cycle p+1(m3 m-2 d-1)
μ s,j k1, p 1
TBhg,k(s)
= table-function of phreatic level as a function of storage (m)

The so-called level-based storage coefficient μ h,j k1, p 1 uses the latest groundwater head in
combination with its corresponding storage value for finding the slope of the chord:
j 1, p
~ j 1
j 1, p
j
μ h,j k1, p1  [TB s g,k (hGW,
]/[hGW,
i )  sk
i  hSVAT,k ]
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h (m)
0.0

TBhg(s j+1,p)

h j+1,p

-0.5
hj+1,p1TBsg(h j+1,ps~j+1h j+1,p h j

-1.0

-1.5

sj+1,p+1 s j+1,p s~j+1 TBhg(s j+1,p) h j
hj
TBsg(h j+1,p)

-2.0
0.000.70

s ~j+1

0.72

0.74

0.76 0.78
s (m)

0.80

s j+1,p

0.82

0.84

Figure 16 Example of a storage function TBsg(h) and its inverse TBhg(s), showing two options for updating the storage
coefficient of the groundwater model. Explanation of symbols: h j is the groundwater elevation at time t j, h j+1,p is the pth iteration for the groundwater elevation at t j+1, s ~j+1 is the ‘intermediate update’ of the total water storage at t~j+1, s
j+1,p is the p-th iteration for the storage at t j+1, μhj+1,p+1 is the (p+1)th iteration for the level-based storage coefficient,
μsj+1,p+1 is the (p+1)th iteration for the storage-based storage coefficient

The level-based storage coefficient is the standard option in the numerical scheme. The
second option is mainly employed for handling the nonlinear transition of the storage
relationship at the soil surface, to avoid oscillations of h between iterations.
Apart from the transition to the ponding situation on the soil surface, a sudden drop of
the groundwater level can also give rise to instability of the scheme. The stabilization
strategy is in this case to assume a certain amount of ‘drag down’ of the pressure heads
due to the falling groundwater level. If for instance the level starts at the soil surface,
then we assume that there is 1:1 drag down of the pressure heads due to the falling
groundwater level. This then results in an equilibrium profile. In for instance a situation
with percolation and falling groundwater level, we first compute what the percolation
would become if the final value of pressure head remains the same as after the
‘intermediate’ update. To avoid that the falling groundwater level induces a large
percolation pulse during the next time step, we adjust the current pressure head in such a
manner that the anticipated increase of the percolation during the next time step is partly
made to occur during the current step. Such stabilization strategies are encoded in the
table-function of the column storage before the cycle involving the groundwater model is
started.
In the multiple-column coupling to a single groundwater cell, Eq. 64 contains a
summation of [storage coefficients]*[areas] of the individual columns. In the used
OpenMI style coupling scheme these summations are realized via the mapping table
between SVAT units and groundwater grid cells. By passing the storage coefficients to
the groundwater model in the dimension [L3 L-1] the groundwater model does not have
to know the separate areas of the SVATs; in this dimension the coefficients can simply
be added up, yielding the storage coefficient for the groundwater grid cell.
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The cycle for the coupling scheme is summarized in the lower half of Figure 4. Full
convergence of an iteration scheme is often not desired, because the achieved extra
numerical accuracy is not worth the required computational effort. But of course it is
crucial to have a correction mechanism that gets the models ‘back on track’ as soon as
possible during the ensuing time step(s), thus bringing the groundwater head and the
phreatic level of in the SVAT together again. This is done in the following manner. A
deviation is compensated during the next time step by purposefully making a similar head
error, but then with the opposite sign. This is illustrated with a case where the groundwater
head of the preceding cycle ended at level below that of the SVAT model. The storage
coefficient is computed for the chord from the initial (‘old’) point involving the head of
the groundwater model of the previous time step to the ‘new’ point involving the
phreatic for the iteration cycle of the new time step. In Figure 17 this calculation is
illustrated for the balance-based storage coefficient. The water balance deviation of the
starting point is compensated for by adding a correction term to the residual recharge
that is passed to the groundwater model:
ave
~ j 1
j
R ' 'ave
 TB s g,k (h GW,
k  R 'k  [ s k
i )]

where:
R 'ave
k
R ' 'ave
k

=
=

=
s k~ j 1
j
=
hGW,
i
TB s g, k ( h ) =

h (m)
0.0

(68)

residual column recharge of soil / ground water from SVAT k (m d-1)
adjusted residual column recharge of soil / ground water from SVAT k
(m d-1)
water content of SVAT k after intermediate update (m)
groundwater head in cell i connected to SVAT k (m)
table-function giving water content of SVAT column k as a function of
the groundwater elevation h (m)

TBhg(s j+1,p)

-0.5

sj+1,p+1 s j+1,p TBsg(h jGW )
 TBhg(s j+1,p) h jGW 

-1.0

-1.5

h jSVAT
h jGW

-2.0
0.000.70

TBsg(h jGW )

0.72

0.74

0.76 0.78
s (m)

s ~j+1

0.80

s j+1,p

0.82

0.84

Figure 17 Storage coefficient calculation for a case with a deviation between the initial phreatic level in the SVAT
model (h jSVAT) and the initial groundwater head (h jGW). The example is for the balance-based storage coefficient. The
difference with the storage-based storage coefficient is similar to what is shown in Figure 16.
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So the correction is done ‘on the fly’ in the course of the calculations for the new time
step: not the groundwater head itself is corrected, but the change of the groundwater head
during the next time step. The algorithm supplies the groundwater model with a
consistent combination of adjusted storage characteristics and recharge: the correction
component of the recharge exactly fits the storage difference between the (deviating)
initial groundwater head and the initial groundwater elevation of the SVAT. The effect
on the water balance is indirect: by bringing the head of the groundwater model back into
line with the level in the SVAT the saturated flow will be affected, and thus also the
groundwater elevation in the SVAT and subsequently the head the groundwater model.
3.4.2.3

Post-processing

For interpreting the model simulation and for groundwater quality studies it can be of
interest to obtain the recharge as seen from the viewpoint of groundwater as a system
volume, as explained in §3.4.1. The water balance terms are then defined as in Figure 18.
In this case we assume that the storage coefficient follows directly from the saturated
water content profile of the groundwater column. It is calculated with:
μ sat 

1
j 1
h h j

where:
μ sat
hj
θ sat (z )



h j 1

hj

θ sat (z )dz

(69)

= storage coefficient of groundwater body as a system volume (m3 m-2 d-1)
= groundwater head at time level j (m)
= saturated volumetric water content at elevation z (m3 m-3)

The water balance of the groundwater as a system volume is given by
ΔS  μ sat [h j 1  h j ]  (R  G ) Δt

where:
ΔS =
R
=
G
=

(70)

storage change of groundwater body (m)
recharge based on the system volume concept (m d-1)
groundwater flow (m d-1)
R Δt

h j+1
hj

G Δt
Figure 18 Definition of fluxes near the groundwater level for making a water balance of groundwater as a system
volume. Explanation of symbols: h j is the groundwater head at time level j, R is the groundwater recharge based on the
system volume concept, G is the net groundwater flux and Δt is the time step
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The water balance of the groundwater as a system volume is given by
ΔS  μ sat [h j 1  h j ]  (R  G ) Δt

where:
ΔS =
R
=
G
=

(71)

storage change of groundwater body (m)
recharge based on the system volume concept (m d-1)
groundwater flow (m d-1)

The groundwater level change is known from the simulation based on the control
volume concept. The recharge based on the system volume concept can be made explicit
by rearranging the above equation:
R  μ sat [h j  1  h j ]/ Δt  G

3.5

(72)

Data summary

For describing the processes on the soil surface, parameters are needed for
- maximum infiltration rate;
the microstorage capacity.
For the unsaturated flow the soil physical metafunctions should be supplied for:
- the percolation/capillary rise;
- the storage in the root zone (box 1);
- the storage in the subsoil (box 2)
These functions should be given in tabular form, for discrete steps of:
- the root zone depth;
the soil water content;
the phreatic level.
The given function values are then used as vertices of piece-wise linear functions.
The functions can include the influence of macroporosity on the storage characteristics.
In the postprocessing of solutions provided by ‘SWAPsteady’ (Appendix A) the
macroporosity is superimposed on the storage in the steady-state solutions. This is done
with the simple computational rule that the filling of the macroporosity with water
depends only on the groundwater level.
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4

Drainage

4.1

Introduction

The SIMGRO code does not anymore include the regional groundwater flow. But since
it does include the local flows to drainage media a short excursion into the theory of
groundwater flow is justified as an introduction to the presented drainage formulae.

4.2

Theory

Darcy’s Law for the flow of a homogeneous incompressible fluid through a porous
medium can be generalized to the three-dimensional form given by (e.g. Bear 1979):
q  K  J   K  grad h

where:
q
=
K
=
h
=
J
=

(73)

the specific discharge vector (m d-1)
the so-called conductivity tensor (m d-1)
hydraulic head (m)
–grad φ, the hydraulic gradient with components Jx = – ∂h/∂x, Jy = – ∂h/∂y,
and Jz = – ∂h/∂z (-)

The conductivity tensor K is symmetric (see e.g. Bear , 1979). And in the case that x, y,
and z-axes are (through a transformation) made to correspond with the principal
directions of the anisotropic medium, only the elements on the diagonal are non-zero, i.e.
Kxx, Kyy, Kzz. In the following these symbols will be abbreviated to Kx, Ky, Kz.
The equation of motion given by Eq. 73 just describes the flow in a point. (Strictly
speaking that is not true, of course, due to the irregularities of the soil matrix. But use of
the ‘representative elementary volume’-concept, allows us to describe the flow in terms
of continuum mechanics). For making it operational at a finite scale it has to be
combined with the mass conservation equation. It then becomes possible to scale up the
flow description to a domain of finite dimensions that is embedded in the surrounding
environment by means of boundary conditions. The SIMGRO-model is intended for
describing the flow at the scale of a drainage basin. That also requires describing the local
flows to watercourses and wells. But the embedding of detailed descriptions of the local
flows in the regional model would not be practical. In order to arrive at a manageable
formulation we decompose the flow into:
- regional flow components that are described explicitly;
- local flow components that are described using metafunctions.
We derive the local-flow metafunctions by solving subproblems for the local flows.
These subproblems are stated in such a manner that they take place within local
subdomains, involving zero-flux boundaries in the horizontal direction. It is then
possible to superimpose the local flow formulations on the regional flow, by simply
adding the metafunctions as extra leakage terms to the regional flow equation.
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Drainage to a watercourse is a gravity flow involving relatively small differences in the
hydraulic head. The head differences depend very much on the preceding history of
events, involving the precipitation, and so on. So the involved fluxes must be simulated
through time.
In the sense that was expounded in §4.2 the flows to watercourses can be seen as ‘local’
if there is a surface water system involving parallel watercourses at equal spacing, in the
presence of a uniformly distributed recharge from the unsaturated zone to the
groundwater: in that case the drainage can be seen as a diffuse process that is ‘spread
over’ the local-flow subdomain, with no boundary effects to the regional system. But the
conceptualization of the regional model should of course be capable of dealing with
situations that differ from the mentioned one. Before going into that, the schematized
situation will be discussed first.
In order to arrive at a manageable numerical implementation for the computation of
drainage fluxes a number of simplifying assumptions are made. The first is that the local
flow can be adequately described as a stream of steady-state situations, like is done for
the soil water modelling. This assumption neglects the fast-flow terms that are present if
the shallow groundwater receives a heavy percolation pulse. The fast flow terms are due
to the locally steep hydraulic gradient in the direct vicinity of the watercourse, involving a
more ‘square’ shape of the water table than under steady-state conditions. These terms
were given by for instance Dumm (1954), and Kraijenhoff van de Leur (1958).
The second main assumption is that the local flow can be decomposed, using the
method given by Ernst (1962), as adapted by Van der Molen (1972). The decomposition
involves the following components, which are illustrated in Figure 19 (adapted from
Jousma and Massop, 1996):
- vertical flow from where the percolation water enters the groundwater body, to the
‘main stream’ of the aquifer;
- essentially horizontal flow in the aquifer towards the watercourse;
- radial flow in the vicinity of the watercourse;
- entrance flow to the watercourse itself (Van der Molen, 1972).
The assumption is that the total hydraulic head difference between the local groundwater
culmination point and the water level in the watercourse can be written as the sum of the
head differences for the separate flow components:

Δh  Δh v  Δhh  Δh r  Δhe
where:
∆h
=
∆hv
∆hh
∆hr
∆he

=
=
=
=

(74)

total head difference between groundwater culmination point and surface
water level (m)
head difference for vertical flow to the ‘main stream’ of the aquifer (m)
head difference for horizontal flow to watercourse (m)
head difference for radial flow to watercourse (m)
head difference for entrance flow to watercourse (m)
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L/2

qd
x
Δhv

Δhh

Kx,1

Δhr

hmax

Kz

hs
Δhe

Kx,2

D

Kz

Figure 19 Decomposition of the head loss in the flow towards a watercourse, according to Ernst (1962) and Van der
Molen (1972); figure adapted from Jousma and Massop (1996).

The conceptualization thus involves four flow resistances that are connected ‘in series’.
That is of course an approximation. There is for instance an overlap between the
horizontal flow and the radial flow, involving the same part of the flow domain. Here we
give the flow formulation for parallel watercourses. The geometry of the flow situation is
governed by the following parameters:
- L = distance between the parallel watercourses (m)
- D = thickness of the aquifer below the drainage base (m)
- P = wetted perimeter of a watercourse (m)
For the horizontal conductivity a distinction is made between the subdomain above the
drainage base (Kx,1) and the subdomain below it (Kx,2).
In order to ‘feed’ the lateral flow in the aquifer, the vertical flow must on average travel a
distance of D/2 (disregarding the flow above the drainage base). Using the onedimensional form of Eq. 73, and integrating over the interval [0;D/2], the head
difference for the vertical flow can then simply be computed with:
Δh v 

where:
qd
=
Kz =
ωv =

qd D / 2
 q d Lω v ;
Kz

ωv 

D/2
LK z

(75)

drainage flux (sign positive for flow towards the watercourse) (m d-1)
vertical conductivity (m d-1)
vertical drainage resistance (d m-1)

In situations where the drainage flux stems from upward seepage through the semipervious layer that in Figure 19 forms the lower ‘boundary’ of the flow domain, the
vertical flow resistance is already taken into account in the regional flow equation. In
such a situation the head loss given by Eq. 75 should be left out, to avoid double
counting of this flow resistance.
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For the horizontal flow between parallel watercourses the flow equation reduces to a
one-dimensional form, with only the steady-state drainage term. This equation is also
known as the Dupuit discharge formula (e.g. Bear, 1979). Here it is written as:
 div q a 

where:
=
qa
=
qd
h(x) =

dh 
dh
d 
[h ( x )  D ] K x,1  D K x, 2   q d
dx 
dx
dx 

(76)

specific discharge vector (m d-1)
drainage flux (sign positive for flow towards the watercourse) (m d-1)
hydraulic head at horizontal distance x from the ditch, with reference to the
bottom of the aquifer (m)

The sign of the drainage term qd is positive for flow to surface water. If the breadth of
the watercourse itself is neglected, integration between x=0 and x=L/2, and insertion of
the boundary condition h(0)=hs, then yields

K
K x2, 2
q
h ( x )  hs  D 2  d ( xL  x 2 )  D x , 2
K x ,1
K x ,1 K x ,1
2

(77)

Inserting x=L/2 yields the head elevation at the culmination point (hmax), and thus the
head difference for the horizontal flow:
Δh h  h max  hs  h ( L / 2 )  hs  D 2

K x2, 2
K x2,1



K
q d L2
 D x, 2
4 K x ,1
K x ,1

(78)

with the horizontal drainage resistance ωh (d m-1) given by:
2
K 
Δhh
q L2
1 
2 K x,2
ωh 
D 2  d

 D x, 2 
q d L qd L 
K x ,1 4 K x , 1
K x ,1 



(79)

The expression for the drainage flux as a function of the head difference can be made
explicit by rearranging Eq. 78:

qd 

8K x, 2 D
4K
Δhh  2x ,1 Δhh 2
2
L
L

(80)

For implementation in the model the mean head-elevation is also needed; it is given by:

h  hs 

K x ,1 K x2, 2 2
qd L2
D

q d K x2,1
K x,1 4
L
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K D
qd K x,1L
)  x, 2
K x,1 2K x, 2 D
2 K x,1

(81)
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The ratio between the mean head difference and ∆hh is commonly referred to as the form
factor (Ernst, 1983):
ζh 

h  hs
hmax  hs

(82)

which in the simplified case of only flow below the drainage base (i.e. neglecting the
quadratic term in Eq. 80) is equal to 2/3. For situations where also the radial and
entrance flow resistance play a role, the form factor assumes higher values. In the
extreme case of no vertical or horizontal resistance (∆hv =∆hh=0) the form factor equals
unity.
For the radial flow to a watercourse Ernst (1962) gives:

Δh r 

q d L  αDe 
  q d Lω r ;
ln
πK e  Pe 

ωr 

 αD 
1
ln e 
πK e  Pe 

(83)

where ωr is called the radial drainage resistance (d m-1), and α is a geometry factor that
depends on the specific configuration of the aquifer in relation to the watercourse. In
the presence of anisotropy, the value of the conductivity in the equivalent isotropic
domain is taken as √(KxKz). The D-value has then to be transformed with: De =
D√(Kx/Kz); assuming that de wetted perimeter is mostly in the x-direction, the P-value
has to be transformed with Pe = P√(Kz/Kx). The relevant expressions for field drains are
e.g. given by Van der Molen (1972).
For the entrance flow Van der Molen (1972) gives:
c
c L 
Δh e  q d  b   q d L ω e ; ω e  b
P
 P 

(84)

where cb is the local entrance resistance (d), and ωe the entrance resistance (d m-1). This
description of radial and entrance resistance neglects the presence of a seepage face in
the watercourse, just above the surface water level.
Summarizing, the total head difference for the mean head between the watercourses can
be written as:

h  h s  q d L (ω v  ζ hω h  ω r  ω e )

(85)

and for the culmination point between the watercourses the head difference can be
written as:
hmax  hs  q d L (ω v  ωh  ω r  ωe )

(86)

For deep watercourses, it is assumed that the above given drainage theory can also be
applied to the deeper layers of the geohydrologic schematization that are cut into by the
watercourses. This should not be considered equivalent to applying a multi-layer drainage
formula, like given in Appendix 1. For situations with relatively small vertical resistances
to the subsoil, it is relevant to use a multi-layer drainage formula for the local flow: the
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drainage water seeks a route with the lowest flow resistance, which can mean ‘taking a
detour over the highway’ in the deeper subsoil. Since this flow takes place within the local
subdomain, it is not a flow that is modelled by the regional flow equation: the local flow
is superimposed upon the regional one. In comparison to a single layer formula, that can
lead to a substantial decrease of the computed drainage resistance.
The above given derivations are for a uniformly distributed recharge situation, which also
applies to situations with seepage from a leaky layer. In a regional model all kinds of
different situations can occur, of course. The question is whether the above given
approach can then still be used. Consider for instance the situation with zero recharge
and regional flow that is locally drained. Depending on the strength of the regional flux,
the horizontal drainage resistance of the local flow can vary. It thus should be realized
that the used approach is an approximate one.
When the groundwater level starts to approach the mean soil surface, the lowest-lying
places start to act as a drainage medium. With increasing level, more parts become
inundated, thus leading to a sharp reduction of the horizontal flow resistance. Also the
radial resistance and entrance resistance show a sharp decrease, due to the increase of the
wetted perimeter involved in the inundation.
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4.3

Model implementation

As regards the drainage flow to watercourses, the flow description given in §4.2 was for
the theoretical situation with parallel watercourses that have an equal spacing L. In
practice, the model spatial units are criss-crossed by watercourses having varying
dimensions, like in the example of Figure 20. A certain watercourse is active as a drainage
or infiltration medium if either the groundwater level or the surface water level is higher
than the elevation of the bottom of the watercourse, and if the levels differ from each
other. In order to apply the given theory in §4.2, several adaptations are required.

ditch

(b)

(a)
ditch
main
watercourse

grid cell

Λk

(b

cross-section
given in
Figure 21

main
watercourse

Figure 20 Example of a model spatial unit that is criss-crossed by watercourses having vary dimensions: practical
situation (a), and schematised situation used in the calculation method (b)

Λk/2
max

h
hs,k

Figure 21 Example of a cross-section of the shallow groundwater for a situation with simultaneous drainage flow to a
ditch and a main watercourse (see also Figure 20 )

The first adaptation is to group the watercourses into a number of categories k, having
similar characteristics in terms of:
 the cross-section;
 the entrance resistance;
 surface water level.
Obviously, in practical situations the watercourses are not parallel, and different types
can be present. For such situations it is only possible to compute an ‘equivalent’ spacing,
by dividing the area of a subdomain through the length of watercourse (Ernst, 1978):
Lk 

Ai
lk
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where:
Lk = equivalent spacing of watercourses in category k (m)
Ai = area of model spatial unit (m2)
lk = total length of watercourses in category k (m)
Ernst (1978) presents and discusses a method for using the equivalent drainage spacing
in a regional analysis of different flows to watercourses of varying cross-sections and
spacings. The method takes into account the interdependency of the drainage flows to
the different categories of watercourses. The route a water droplet takes within the
groundwater body depends on the total configuration. Even though the method of Ernst
(1978) is theoretically sound, it is not used here. Instead, we use an alternative approach
that accounts for combinations of simultaneous infiltration and drainage and for the
arising combinations of head losses due to ‘horizontal’ and ‘radial’ flows.
Our approach involves the introduction of an entity the ‘drainage influence span’ as a
function of the relative strength of the drainage flux towards a certain category of water
courses. For this we first compute the ‘drainage subarea’ ak of each category of watercourses according to
ak 

Qd,k

Q

Ai

(88)

d,k

where Qd,k is the drainage flux to category of watercourses k within the spatial unit in
[m3 d-1]. The underlying assumption of Eq. 88 is a uniformly distributed recharge over
the spatial unit, whatever the circumstances and the type of drainage medium that is
involved (small/large watercourse). The absolute values are used, because it is also
possible that infiltration takes place instead of drainage. And, even more complex, it is
possible that both drainage and infiltration take place simultaneously within the same
spatial unit. Both directions of flow ‘need’ a certain part of the soil volume for the flow,
so in that sense both are competing for use of the (same) flow medium. For situations
with a relatively high density of watercourses, this method entails that the situation in a
spatial unit is schematized to that of (b) in Figure 20. For each of the watercourse
categories, the mean ‘drainage influence span’ can now be calculated with
Λk 

ak
lk

(89)

For situations with Λk>√Ai the schematization as given in Figure 20 becomes unrealistic,
due to the sideways-elongated form of the drainage subarea. That would lead to an overestimate of the horizontal drainage resistance, because the water would have to travel an
unrealistic distance in the local flow system. (This does not, however, apply to the radial
and entrance resistance. The reason for the horizontal resistance being different is that Λ
itself is in the expression for it, as is evident from Eq. 79. But Λ is not present in the
expressions for the other resistances, as given in Eq. 83 for the radial resistance and Eq.
84 for the entrance resistance.)
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Like in the computation of the vertical leakage flux densities we consider the
groundwater level h as a mean level within the spatial unit. In the case that this level is
higher than the bottom of a watercourse, one can be sure that the watercourse is active,
either involving infiltration or drainage. In the case that the level is below the deepest
bottom, one can be sure that none of the watercourses will be draining. But it is not
always so clear-cut. The intermediate situation can occur with a watercourse actively
draining, even though the mean groundwater level is below the bottom of that watercourse. That this possibility exists has to do with the local head variation caused by the
horizontal drainage resistance. For this reason the drainage calculation method also
includes the calculation of the (unknown) hmax, which is the maximum (local) groundwater level within a spatial unit. Put more precisely, that is the level at the culmination
point between two watercourses. Examples of cross-sections of the shallow groundwater
are given in Figure 21 for the line indicated in Figure 20. It is assumed that hmax is the
same for all of the drainage subareas, which is of course an approximation. In order to
compute it, we first formulate the drainage flow equations as if we already know its value,
and also the (as yet unknown) Λk’s.
For a given hmax and Λk the drainage flux to a category of water courses k can be
computed as (cf. Eq. 86):
Q d,k  l k Λk q d,k  l k

h max  hs,k
ω v,k  ωh,k  ω r,k  ωe,k

(90)

where hs,k is the surface water level in water courses of category k, the drainage base.
Subsequently we can compute the mean head elevation within the drainage subarea ak of
the spatial unit with (cf. Eq. 85):

hkm  hs, k 

Qd, k
(ω v, k  ζ h, kωh, k  ω r, k  ωe, k )
lk

(91)

where ζh,k is the form factor for the horizontal drainage flow of watercourses in category
k. The weighted mean of hkm should be equal to the mean groundwater level h in the
spatial unit:
1
Ai

a h

m
k k

h

(92)

In the calculation procedure we have to solve for the following principal unknowns: hmax
and the Λk’s. (The Qd’s are of course also unknowns, but follow directly from Eq. 90.)
For the solution we use an iterative scheme. In the initial step of the very first calculation,
we assume that all the categories of watercourses have the same ‘drainage influence
span’, as given by:
Λk o 

Ai
k l k
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For the next steps of the calculation (and for new time steps), we simply use the last
value as a starting point. The iterative scheme involves the following steps:
1. Perform the initialization of the Qd,k’s and the head at the culmination point hmax.
2. Compute the drainage spans Λk using Eq. 89.
3. Compute the horizontal drainage resistances ωh and the total drainage resistance.
4. Compute the Qd,k, the mean head hkm within each drainage subareas using Eq. 91
5. Compute the mean groundwater level in the spatial unit hm,j, using Eq. 92.
6. Compare the value of hm,j with the value h of the regional model. If convergence of
hm,j has been reached, then stop, otherwise continue.
7. If hm,j is higher than h, then lower the estimate of hmax, or conversely raise hmax if hm,j
is too low. The adjustments are made using a relaxation factor for predicting the
effect of a change in hmax on hm,j .
8. Go to step 2.
Since the drainage flux is recomputed for each surface water time step, the strict
adherence to the above scheme could lead to a large increase of the computational
burden. In order to avoid this, a pragmatic approach is followed, involving at most two
iteration cycles per surface water time step.
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4.4

Data summary

The input data of the geohydrologic schematization consist of the following parameters
given per grid cell of the groundwater model:
- thickness of the layers;
- conductivities in the xy-plane for aquifers, xz-plane for aquitards.
Boundary conditions can be supplied in the form of heads or net fluxes within all nodes
of the domain. The flow to a well can either involve a head or a flux boundary condition.
In the latter case we assume that it is always possible to extract the desired amount. In
order for this assumption to be valid, a separate analysis is required for the detailed
situation around a well. The extractions are converted to ‘diffuse’ flux densities (dividing
by area of spatial unit).
Drainage characteristics of watercourse categories are supplied in the form of a long list,
along with the geometry in the separate units. The watercourses themselves are described
in §5. Here it is relevant to note that a distinction is made between:
- watercourses in the conventional sense, with a cross-section; for these the drainage
characteristics given in terms of:
- entrance resistance and radial resistance;
- horizontal resistance; this resistance is optional, because it can also be
dynamically computed by the model from the basic data (geometry and subsoil
conductivities) using the iterative scheme given above;
- field drains, with a radius instead of cross-section; the same resistance data as for
water courses;
- gulleys, with the drainage characteristics given in terms of a total drainage resistance
for the situation when the gulleys just start draining;
- soil surface, with a drainage depth of zero, and a very low drainage resistance (<1 d).
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5 Surface water

5.1

Introduction

Surface water plays a key role in the functioning of many regional hydrologic systems.
The interaction with the soil water and groundwater can be very complex, especially in
situations with water on the soil surface.
The integrated modelling concept for water on the soil surface takes account of its
‘multiple identity’ as:
- ponding water that takes part in the top system processes (evaporation) and that
can infiltrate into the soil column;
- phreatic groundwater if there is contact with the regional groundwater body.
- surface water that is in contact with the channel network.
The role as ponding water is described in §2.4.3 and §3.2, the role as ‘visible
groundwater’ in §3.4. In these descriptions a ‘reservoir’ approach is followed, i.e. not
involving any horizontal gradients. Large-scale lateral movement of surface water is
assumed to take place through a network of conduits that forms part of the model
schematization. In the following section, we will confine ourselves to this channel flow.
In §5.3.3 the implementation of the integrated concept for water on the soil surface is
described.

5.2

Theory

Using the full form of the Saint Venant equations (non-steady gradually varied flow in
open conduits) for the whole channel network would lead to an unwieldy integrated
model: compared to the soil water and groundwater submodels the surface water model
would require a disproportionate amount of computational effort. Therefore a flexible
modelling concept is used, involving a simplified model for the smaller channels and a
hydraulic model for the larger ones. Here we confine ourselves to describing the
simplified concept.
Just like in the soil-water modelling, the dynamics of surface water are simulated with a
quasi-steady state method, using a stream of steady-state situations. For the steady states
we assume gradually varied non-uniform flow. The momentum equation can for instance
be stated as (Chow, 1959)

dy So  Q 2 /C 2 Af2 R

dx 1  α Q 2 / g Af2 Dh

(94)

and the continuity (for steady-state flow) as
dQ
 q lat
dx

(95)

where:
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x
y
z
So
Q
α
g
C
Af
R
Dh
qlat

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

distance along the watercourse (m)
water depth (m)
elevation of the channel bottom (m)
slope of the channel bottom, dz/dx (-)
discharge (m3 s-1)
energy coefficient (-)
acceleration due to gravity (m2 s-1)
Chézy coefficient (m1/2 s-1)
cross-sectional area of the water normal to the direction of flow (m2)
hydraulic radius (Af divided by the wetted perimeter) (m)
hydraulic depth (Af divided by the width of the free surface) (m)
lateral inflow per unit of length of the channel (m2 s-1)

For handling Eq. 94 we use a dynamic metamodelling method: it is first solved in the
‘pre-processing’ stage using a hydraulic model, covering a wide range of boundary
conditions. The results are then stored and subsequently used in the form of hydraulic
metafunctions. The transitions between the steady-state flow situations are calculated
using the continuity equation in the form of:
Af Q

 q lat
t
x

5.3

Model implementation

5.3.1

Schematization and hydraulic metafunctions for channel flow

(96)

The watercourses are divided into trajectories. Structures are assumed located at the end
of a trajectory, with the simulated water level pertaining to the upstream situation just
before the end. Depending on the detail of the implementation the explicitly modelled
watercourses can involve even the smallest of ditches.
For a given schematization of watercourses the storage function is used in the form of:
Sn  Ξn (hs, n )

(97)

where S (value) and Ξ (function) represent the storage in the watercourse trajectory n
(m3) in dependency of the water level hs,n. For deriving the storage function we assume a
constant cross-section within a trajectory. The function also includes the ‘added storage’
in the ditches that are connected to it within a subcatchment (Figure 3). An example is
given in Figure 22.
In the model implementation we make the assumption that at the end of each trajectory
there is a unique relationship between the water level and the flow rate. This relationship
in the form of a metafunction is denoted by:
Qn  Θn (hs, n )

(98)

where Qn (value) and Θn (hs,n) (function) are the outflow (m3 s-1) from trajectory n.
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The metafunction Θ(hs,n) can be obtained in various ways, depending on:
- whether there is a weir or other structure at the end of the trajectory;
- whether or not a hydraulic model is used for deriving the metafunctions.
Water depth (m)
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

3

Volume (m )

Figure 22 Example of a storage function for a trajectory (bottom width 2 m, side slopes 1:1, length 300 m), with
ditches entering the watercourse at a height of 0.8 m (bottom depth of ditches 0.5 m, side slopes 1:1, total length of
ditches within subcatchment 1200 m).
Water depth (m)
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

Discharge (m3 s-1)

Figure 23 Example of a discharge function for a trajectory (rectangular short-crested weir with a crest width of 1 m, see
Eq. 99)
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5.3.1.1

Structures

For structures like weirs and culverts it is possible to use the special relationships
describing the flow. For a simple rectangular short-crested weir, for instance, one can use
(see Figure 23 for an example):

 n ( h s,n )  1.7w ( h s,n  h c )1.5

(99)

where
hs,n = water level in trajectory n (m)
hc = elevation of weir crest (m)
1.7 = weir coefficient (dependent on the type of weir) (m0.5 s-1)
w = width of weir crest (m)
For the management of the crest level the model can employ several types of operational
rules, as described in §6.3.1. In the case of a partially submerged weir the flow becomes
less than what is given by Eq. 99: both the discharge coefficient and the exponent are
influenced by the downstream water level. But to stay within the limitations of the model
code we approximate the flow reduction by inserting the downstream water level hs,n+1 in
Eq. 99, instead of hc. Another simplified representation of reality is that if the upstream
water level rises above the soil surface next to the weir, the water involved in the excess
head is assumed to flow freely to the next trajectory.
For a culvert, the relationship is given in terms of the head difference:
 n ( h s,n , h s,n 1 )  c ( h s,n  h s, n 1 )

(100)

where hs,n+1 is the water level in the trajectory downstream of trajectory n, and c is a
discharge coefficient (m2.5 s-1) depending on the hydrodynamic properties of the culvert
and the in- and outlet design. In situations with the downstream water level below the
bottom of the culvert, the bottom-level hc is used instead of hs,n+1.
5.3.1.2

Open water conduits

For trajectories with unobstructed channel flow the simplest way of deriving the
metafunctions is by assuming that the flow is uniform and that the influence of the
trajectories on each other is negligible. By the latter is meant that the flow in the
trajectories is not influenced by any backwater effects. This method is implemented by
using the Chézy formula (made explicit by setting dy/dx=0 in Eq. 94) independently for
each of the trajectories. But in many cases this simplification is inadequate. Then the
preferred way of deriving the metafunctions is by performing computational experiments
with a hydraulic model. In an example (Hermans et al., 2004) using SOBEK (WL|Delft
Hydraulics, 2001) the movable weirs were set to their lowest position. Subsequently, the
weirs were introduced in SIMGRO using relationships as e.g. given in Eq. 99.
A more sophisticated way of generating the metafunctions is to include the management of
the weirs in the hydraulic model with which the experiments are made. The disadvantage
of that method is, however, that each new water management strategy requires doing the
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computational experiments anew. Another point is that the spatial distribution of the
lateral inflow cannot be accurately foreseen without running the SIMGRO-model first.
So of course the metamodelling of surface water has its limitations. In addition, to avoid
anomalies in the simulation results, various amendments have been made to the model
implementation, as described in §5.3.2.

5.3.2 Dynamics of channel flow
5.3.2.1

Solution scheme

The water balance of a trajectory is written as
S

j 1
n



t s  Δt s

Q

out, n

(t )dt  S 

ts

where:
Snj
Qout,n(t)
Qin,n(t)
Qlat,n(t)

j
n

t s  Δt s

[ Q

in, n

(t )  Q lat, n (t )]dt

(101)

ts

= storage in trajectory n at time level j (m3)
= outflow of trajectory n (m3 d-1)
= upstream inflow of trajectory n (m3 d-1)
= lateral inflow of trajectory n (m3 d-1)

The lateral inflow can be composed of several terms, which can also include extractions.
The assumption is that these terms are evenly distributed along a trajectory, so that this
also holds for the net inflow given by Qlat.
Solving for the new water levels and discharges is done in two major steps:
- initially the assumption is made that the outflow from a trajectory (and also the flow
direction) is uniquely defined for a certain water level, by the outflow metafunction
Θ as given in Eq. 98 (or Eq. 99/100);
- the obtained solution is then checked for hydraulic anomalies (like flow to a
trajectory having a higher water level), and if necessary it is corrected.
Given the assumption in the first solution step that the outflow from a trajectory is
uniquely defined for a certain water level, it is possible to solve Eq. 101 for each
trajectory separately, starting from the upstream end to ensure that the solution is based
on the updated value of Qin. In the case that the outflow metafunction Θ is given as
Eq. 100, the downstream water level of the preceding time step is used as the second
argument. For discharge pumps (§6.3.3), the on/off setting is determined at the start of
the time step. If a surface water supply link is active (§6.3.2) the extraction and supply
rate are also determined at the beginning of the time step. For the integration of Qout
within the time step we use a fully implicit scheme, because it is numerically more stable
than a Crank-Nicholson weighting. The water balance equation is therefore used in the
form:
j 1
j
ave
ave
ave
ave
ave
ave
ave
S nj  1  Q out,
n Δ t s  S n  [ Q in, n  Q R, n  Q D, n  Q S, n  Q E, n  Q I, n  Q U, n ]Δ t s

(102)

where:
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Snj 1 = storage in trajectory n at time level j+1 (m3)
j 1
3 -1
Qout,
n = outflow of trajectory n at time level j+1 (m d )
ave
Q in,
n

= upstream inflow of trajectory n, time averaged (m3 d-1)

Q R,aven

= surface runoff to the trajectory n, time averaged (m3 d-1)

ave
Q D,
n

= drainage to (or infiltration from) the trajectory n, time averaged (m3 d-1)

Q S,aven

= extraction of water for sprinkling from trajectory n, time averaged (m3 d-1)

Q E,aven

= extraction of water for water supply to another trajectory (m3 d-1)

Q I,aven

= inflow of water supply from another trajectory, using a special link (m3 d-1)

Q U,aven
Δt s

= inflow of water after being processed in a sewage plant (m3 d-1)
= time step (d)

Water depth (m)
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
Storage function
Combined storage and flux*dt

0.2
0.0
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

3

Volume (m )

Figure 24 Combined storage and flux*dt function (Eq. 103, dt=0.01 d) used in solving for the unknown water level
and outflow: starting from the evaluated value using Eq. 102 the new water level is found by the inverse table
interpolation following the arrow; the outflow is then given by the function shown in Figure 23.

The surface water system can be highly dynamic, so the time step should be chosen
accordingly. Typical values used in the implementation of the model are 0.005 – 0.05 d.
No term is included for the precipitation/evaporation, in order to avoid double counting
with the soil-water submodel. We assume that large tracts of surface water are modelled
as ‘visible’ groundwater, with the watercourses simply serving as links to the rest of the
network.
For efficient solving of Eq. 102 we prepare a combined storage-flux function (Figure 24)
in the form of a table at programme initialization:
σ n (hs,n )  Ξ n (hs,n )  Θn ( hs,n ) Δt s
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For solving Eq. 102 its right-hand side is first evaluated. The solution for hs,n is then
found through an inverse table interpolation of the storage-flux function (arrows in
Figure 24). This yields new values for the water level and for the outflow (after inserting
the new water level in Eq. 98).
It is possible that the outflow from a trajectory n is split at a bifurcation (Figure 25). In
that case the Θ(hs)-function given by Eq. 98 is a summation of the flows to the manifold
downstream trajectories of n. After having computed the new water level and the new
outflow, the outflow is divided over the downstream branches according to the Θn,n+1(hs)functions of the separate trajectories diverging from the bifurcation.
The explicit nature of the over-all solution scheme can lead to instabilities, because the
levels in the trajectories are solved one-by-one and not as a set. The latter method is
customary in hydraulic models, which is inherently more stable. However, the disadvantage of solving a set of equations is the required computational effort. In SIMGRO
an alternative way of stabilizing the levels is employed. In the case that the water level
wants to rise faster than a pre-set maximum rate (Δhmax), the surplus volume is computed
and then temporarily stored. All of this volume is then added to the water balance for the
next time step (as an extra term added to Eq. 102). In Figure 26 an example is given of
the simulation with and without the described stabilization, for point c of Figure 25.
From that example it becomes clear that the stabilization is not equivalent to a
smoothing operation. In this case the over-all model stabilization affects the distribution
of the discharge at the upstream bifurcation (point b), leading to a systematic shift in the
discharge that passes the weir at c.

b

c
a

Figure 25 Example of a confluence (a) a bifurcation (b), and a weir (c)
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W a te r d e p th (m )
1 .7

1 .6

1 .5

1 .4

1 .3

1 .2

1 .1
w ith o u t s ta b iliz a tio n
w ith s ta b iliza tio n
1 .0
290

300

310

320

330

t (d )

Figure 26 Example of a simulation with and without the stabilization of the explicit calculation scheme. The systematic
shift is due to the presence of a bifurcation upstream from the location for which the results are shown. The distribution
of water over the branches of that bifurcation is affected by the over-all model stabilization, leading to a lower discharge
in this case

5.3.2.2

Amendments

Before accepting the new discharge and water level as the final solution, a number of
checks are made. Modifications are needed in the following instances, which are further
explained in the subsequent paragraphs:
- in the presence of a hydraulic structure, and the computed water level becoming
higher than the top of the structure, leading to an overflow situation;
- in the presence of an automated weir, with the computed level lower than the target
level (see also §6.3.1);
- if the level is lower than the downstream level;
- in the presence of a bifurcation and a higher water level (‘flow blocking’) in one or
more of the branches.
In the presence of a hydraulic structure that gets overflowed (see Hconstr in Figure 35), the
surplus volume is computed and then added to the outflow. The new water level is made
exactly equal to the construction height.
In the presence of an automated weir a check is made to see if the target level is reached.
If not, part of the outflow is used for filling up until the target level. It can happen that
there is not enough water for doing this; the new water level will then be lower than the
target, and the outflow is set to zero.
In the case that the downstream water level would otherwise become higher than the
upstream one, the flow is temporarily ‘put on hold’, or the direction is even reversed. For
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this ‘reverse flow’ we assume that the friction is zero, because it usually will involve only
relatively small flow rates, that are fed by water supply during dry periods (§6.3.2). The
frictionless moving of water can be hampered by the discharge function. That is
especially relevant if there is an obstruction in the watercourse, like a weir or a culvert
(Eq. 99 and 100). Such a situation is taken into account by assuming that the same
discharge relationship also holds for flow in the reverse direction, with the up- and
downstream levels changed around.
A special case of flow blocking can occur at a bifurcation if in one or more of the
downstream branches the water level becomes higher than that in the upstream
trajectory. If this occurs the flow to such a branch is (temporarily) set to zero, and
divided proportionally over the remaining branches. If all of the branches have water
levels higher than the upstream one, yet another dividing mechanism is brought into
action:
- part of the flow is used for raising the water level in the upstream trajectory to that of
the lowest level in the downstream branches;
- the remaining part of the flow is sent to the branch with the lowest water level.
If there is a water demand due to infiltration or sprinkling from surface water, then the
model ascertains to which degree the demand can be fulfilled without causing a water
balance error due to the falling dry of a trajectory. This demand realization is
communicated back to the top system model of the soil/groundwater column, as
explained in §1.

5.3.3 Water on the soil surface
The amount of water in storage on the soil surface is updated in a number of steps. The
method is graphically illustrated in a sequence of figures. In Figure 27 a sketch is given of
the schematization within a surface water unit. In the example the SVAT-unit has been
made equal to the grid cell of the groundwater model. In Figure 28 the update for the
ponding water processes (§2.4.3 and §3.2) is shown; there is a net loss due to
evaporation. But this could of course just as well have been a net gain due to a
precipitation event. The ‘control’ over the water on the soil surface is then passed to the
surface water model. At the beginning of the time step an equalization takes place of the
varying levels within the SVAT-units: the water on the soil surface is modelled as a
reservoir with no horizontal head gradients within the surface water unit. This step is
shown in Figure 29. After this equalization the actual surface water update takes place,
which in the example of Figure 30 involves a water level drop due a net river outflow.
This sequence of updates is repeated for the time steps of the ‘fast cycle’ of Figure 4. The
time step is concluded by the update of the groundwater model. The groundwater model
is informed about the ‘ponding recharge’, i.e. the net water balance effect of ponding
water processes and the surface water flow on the ‘visible groundwater’. In the example
this involves a net water loss (Figure 31). The groundwater model subsequently
computes a net infiltration of water at the soil surface. This ‘loss’ of ponding water is
communicated to the ponding submodel at the beginning of the next ‘fast’ cycle, and so
on.
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surface water unit

groundwater-cell /
SVAT-unit

Figure 27 Schematisation of situation within a surface water unit
SVAT-unit

evaporation

Figure 28 Situation after the update for ponding water processes, with a net evaporation in the example
surface water unit

equalization

Figure 29 Situation after the update for the surface water equalization at the beginning of the surface water time step
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surface water unit

net river outflow

Figure 30 Situation after the update for the surface water simulation, in the example involving a net river outflow
groundwater-cell

‘ponding recharge’ (loss)

infiltration

Figure 31 Situation after the update for the groundwater simulation, in the example involving a net infiltration
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5.4

Data summary

For practical purposes the following classification into classes of watercourses is used:
1) primary watercourses, involving canals that traverse the region; the level is
determined at a supra-regional scale, not in the model;
2) secondary watercourses, forming the main arteries of the regional system;
3) tertiary watercourses, usually the ditches;
4) tile drains;
5) gulleys/soil surface.
For each surface water trajectory that is explicitly modelled, there must be a specification
of either:
- the discharge as a function of the water level (Eq. 98);
- the discharge as a function of the water level difference with the next trajectory (e.g.
Eq. 100).
In the case of a bifurcation there can be several such functions for the flows to the
multiple downstream branches.
For specifying the watercourse characteristics, each sub-section traversing a spatial unit
must be specified in a list, with for each segment:
- the index of the system that is involved (k=0,1,2,..5); k=0 is reserved for trajectories
that do not have any interaction in the form of drainage, but act only as a conduit for
the surface water;
- the length of the segment;
- the cross-sectional specifications;
- the spatial unit involved;
- the surface water trajectory that the segment is connected with;
- the parameters defining the drainage resistance.
The use of this table involving the spatial units (instead of a table for the complete
trajectories themselves) ensures consistency in the model. The parameters are here used
for making tables of the storage function for the main watercourse (Eq. 97). In the
groundwater model they are used for the drainage characteristics.
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6 Water management

6.1

Introduction

Water management covers many features that have been discussed in the preceding
chapters. For instance a small waterway that has been dug as a ditch is of course
‘non-natural’. Its dimensioning is part of the water management scheme. Water
management is here defined to cover those parts of the system that do not have a
pendant in the natural world. A fixed weir, for instance, is analogous to a dam-like
obstruction in a river. Accordingly, its modelling has been discussed in §5. A weir
that has a movable crest, on the other hand, is distinctly non-natural and therefore
discussed below.

6.2

Land use

6.2.1

Urban areas

The water management of urban areas has evolved in the course of time. Originally it
was just a question of discharging the rain and sewage water to the surroundings. But
untreated water led to the spreading of diseases and to eutrophication. This has
largely been remedied by building treatment plants. Recently the focus has further
broadened. Whereas in the past urban areas were often considered as a ‘separate
world’ from the surrounding rural area, there is now an increasing awareness that
modern water management should be based on an integrated vision. The scheme
given in Figure 32 is completed constructed from the generic model elements of
SVAT-units described in §2 and §3 and the surface water elements described in §5.
surface runoff/
inundation

non-seweraged
areas

MODFLOW cell
seweraged
areas

wadi
surface runoff/
inundation
Q ≤ Qcap

percolation/
capillary rise

infiltration

RWZI

groundwater

inflow/
discharge
surface
water

infiltration/
drainage
sewerage

Figure 32 Schematic diagram of storage elements and transmission links in urban areas. An RWZI is a water
treatment plant.
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6.2.2 Sprinkled crops
During the growing season, precipitation deficits are likely to occur regularly. If the
water content of the root zone drops below the reduction point (cf. Figure 5), crop
growth will be reduced. To avoid this, crops may be irrigated. In the Netherlands,
sprinkler irrigation is the most common method. Depending on availability and
legislation, sprinkling is done from surface water and/or groundwater.
In terms of water use efficiency, the performance of sprinkling systems is
comparatively poor. Water losses due to runoff or percolation to the groundwater
may be caused by:
- poor timing of sprinkling;
- poor dosing of sprinkling;
- sprinkling irregularities;
- installation leakage.
Additional losses are introduced by wind, evaporation and interception.
Sprinkling requirements are determined for each nodal subdomain and land-use type,
for each time step of the soil water/groundwater model. SIMGRO allows the user to
specify a sprinkling gift that may be applied with a rotational period. For determining
the moment to start sprinkling use is made of the mean pressure head in the root
zone. Sprinkling is triggered when this mean pressure head has fallen below a croprelated ‘start’ value, and discontinued as soon as it exceeds the ‘stop’ value. Case
studies, carried out with this modelling concept have shown that these assumptions
cause realistic amounts of sprinkling water to be simulated (Querner and Van Bakel,
1989).
The actual sprinkling gift is determined by both demand and capacity, as
Q s = min( Qs,dem ; Qs,cap )

(104)

where
Qs,dem = sprinkling demand (m3 d-1)
Qs,cap = sprinkling capacity (m3 d-1)
If sprinkling from both groundwater and surface water are enabled, sprinkling from
surface water has priority. The total sprinkling capacity is calculated as:

Qs, cap  Qs,gcap  Qs,s cap

(105)

where:
Q gs,cap = sprinkling capacity from groundwater (m3 d-1)
Q ss,cap = sprinkling capacity from surface water (m3 d-1)
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The groundwater extraction capacity is not considered time dependent, or dependent
on the groundwater conditions. Thus the capacity is simply an input parameter. The
maximum possible extraction of surface water depends on the prevailing surface
water conditions. Below a certain critical water level the sprinkling is discontinued. In
order to effectuate this in the model without causing a water balance violation at the
moment that the surface water runs dry (or drops below a critical level), the
sprinkling water is ‘collected’ during the preceding time step of the groundwater
model, and held in storage until the next one. This algorithm suffices for the time
steps of less than 1 d that are usually used in SIMGRO.
During sprinkling the atmospheric conditions are usually hot, as opposed to
conditions that often prevail when there is natural rainfall. Under normal conditions
the rainfall of course also evaporates as it falls. However, that has already been
discounted: only the rain that actually reaches the ground surface is measured at the
gauging station. Therefore, the evaporation of natural rainfall is not accounted for in
the model. With respect to the sprinkling water we assume that a certain fraction is
lost to evaporation. That is handled as a separate term in the computation of the
evapotranspiration, for which no discounting is done with respect to the reference
crop evapotranspiration:
ETact, spr  f spr Qs / Ai ;

Ps, net  (1  f spr ) Qs / Ai

(106)

where
ETact,spr = amount of sprinkling water that directly evaporates before reaching the
vegetated (soil) surface, per unit area of SVAT (m d-1)
fspr (-) = fraction of the sprinkling water that is lost to evaporation (-)
Ai
= area of nodal subdomain (m2)
Ps,net
= the net sprinkling intensity (m d-1)
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6.3

Surface water

6.3.1

Weirs

Weirs can have advanced technology, including a radio-link to a monitoring point.
An automated weir has an electro-mechanical gadget for adjusting the height of the
crest, which can be programmed for achieving a target level at either the upstream or
downstream side. An upstream control weir can for instance be used in conjunction
with groundwater management. For that purpose the SIMGRO-code has the
possibility of letting the weir/target level settings be determined by groundwater
conditions at a monitoring point. Then a weir control scheme must be specified in
the form of a piece-wise linear function, with per record:
- a groundwater level in the monitoring point i;
- a target level (or crest level) in trajectory n.
An example of a target-level control function is given in Figure 33a. The aim of that
scheme is to achieve ideal conditions for crop growth (Van Walsum and Van Bakel,
1983; Van Bakel, 1986). In this case the ‘ideal’ groundwater level is thought to be
4.7 m +MSL, the point where the dashed line (1:1) intersects the function. For
groundwater levels higher than the ideal one, the target level is lowered in an attempt
to bring the groundwater level down; for groundwater levels lower than the ideal
one, the target level is raised.
An example of a downstream control scheme is given in Figure 33b: if the
downstream level starts to drop below 1.6 m +MSL, the crest level in the upstream
trajectory is lowered in an attempt to maintain the desired water level. Such a type of
Upstream surface water target level (m +MSL)

Upstream crest level (m +MSL)

5.4

5.4

(a)

(b)

5.2

5.2

5.0

5.0

4.8

4.8

4.6

4.6

4.4

4.4

4.2

4.2

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

Groundwater level (m +MSL)

5.2

5.4

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

Downstream surface water level (m +MSL)

Figure 33 Weir management schemes: a) upstream control based on groundwater monitoring, aimed at optimizing
conditions for crop production (soil surface at 5.4 m +MSL); b) downstream control based on surface water
monitoring, aimed at stabilizing a downstream water level
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scheme is commonly used for regulating demand-driven water supply in an irrigation
channel network. But surface water supply can also be needed for maintaining water
quality by forcing a certain amount of throughflow, for flushing the system. Then a
different kind of control is needed as described in the next paragraph.

6.3.2 Surface water supply links
In SIMGRO it has been made possible to establish special links that involve water
transfer from one watercourse to the next, as shown in Figure 34. Such a link does
not have to involve an existing connection in the network that is used for calculating
the discharge dynamics as described in §5.3.2; neither is there any constraint on
creating ‘closed circuits’ in the network in this manner. (Closed circuits are not
allowed for the discharge dynamics, because the algorithm requires a strict upstream
to downstream calculation order). No storage is taken into account in the link itself.
So in order to remain realistic it should not be very long.
The flow regulation is based upon stepwise adjustment of the supply rate, at each
time step of the surface water model (cf. Figure 34). The used increments and
decrements are [∆ts /∆tg]∙[supply capacity]. So the full supply capacity can be reached
at the end of the first groundwater time step. The flow rate is decremented if one (or
more) of the following conditions are present:
 the water level in the extraction trajectory n has become lower than the allowed
depletion level;
 the water level in the supply trajectory m has exceeded the maximum allowed
level;
 the flow rate at the flow control trajectory k is higher than the target flow.
The flow rate is incremented if none of the above conditions and one (or more) of the
following conditions are present:
 the flow rate at the flow control trajectory k is lower than the target flow;
 the water level in the supply trajectory m is lower than the maximum allowed
level.
The flow rate is not allowed to exceed the specified capacity.

n
QE

QI

m
k

Figure 34 Surface water supply link. Water is transferred from trajectory n to m. Supply control is based on the
water levels in n and m, and the flow over the weir at k.
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The criterium for the depletion level of the the extraction trajectory is purely based
on the available water in storage. So the algorithm does not take into account that
there can be inflow to the extraction trajectory from e.g. an upstream trajectory. The
amount of water that can be supplied in this manner is limited by the storage
characterics, the weir/target level and the allowed level of depletion in the extraction
trajectory. This storage-related amount can be supplied at each time step of the
surface water. So the realized supply flow rate can be increased by either increasing
the storage capacity or by making the time step smaller.

6.3.3 Discharge pumps
For a pump the management can be specified in the form of a switch, with a ‘startlevel’ and ‘stop-level’ (Hstart and Hstop, Figure 35). If the water level rises above the
construction height (Hconstr), the water is free to move over the top. Such a
construction height is also specified in the input data for weirs and culverts.

Hconstr
hs,n+1
Hstart
hs,n
Hstop
Q

Figure 35 Pumping station, with a start and a stop level for switching the pump on and off. If the water level rises
above the construction height Hconstr, the structure overflows and the water is free to move over the top
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Appendix A Steady-state unsaturated flow simulations
The soil physical parameters are not used in a direct way. In the pre-processing stage
they are converted to ‘metafunctions’ for the capillary rise /percolation flux density
and the storage in the subsoil. These functions are derived by making a series of
steady-state simulations with a special version of the SWAP model (Kroes et al.,
2008). In the steady-state simulations of moisture profiles, the conductivity variable is
treated in an implicit manner whereas in the original SWAP model this variable is
treated explicitly. The analytical hydraulic conductivity relation as presented by
Mualem (1976) is used where the classical soil moisture retention relationship of Van
Genuchten (1980) has been applied to calculate the saturation degree:

k(ψ )  ksat





 1  αψ n m  αψ n 1 


n m ( λ 2 )
1  αψ



2



(107)

where ksat is the saturated conductivity (m d-1) and  (m-1), n (-) and m (-) are
empirical shape factors where m=1-1/n. The derivative of the conductivity k to the
pressure head ψ is given by:
n

λ m n αψ
k
k(ψ )

ψ 1  αψ n
ψ

(108)

Eq. 108 can be elaborated to finite increments. For soil compartment i the following
condition holds:





ψ i 1  ψ i
ψ i  ψ i 1
Fi  ki ½ 
 1  ki ½ 
 1  Δz i Q a, i
 ½( Δz i 1  Δz i ) 
 ½( Δz i  Δz i 1 ) 

(109)

where Fi is the residual of the water balance of a certain compartment for a certain
time level, ki–½ and ki+½ are internodal conductivities calculated as weighted
arithmetic means of the nodal conductivities and Δzi-1, Δzi and Δzi+1 are compartment
thicknesses.
The solution of the scheme implies a root-finding procedure which obeys to the
prerequisite that the residual Fi should approach a zero value. A Newton Raphsoniteration scheme (Press, 1992) is employed to solve the set of non-linear equations:
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where the superscript p+1 points to the solution of iteration cycle p. The starting
values are indicated by the superscript p. The coefficients of the Jacobian are given
by:
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(111)

The derivative of the root extraction sink term is approximated numerically. For each
soil physical schematization a series of calculations is done in which the root zone
depth (dr ), the phreatic level (h) and the flux density at the upper boundary are varied.
The purpose of the computational experiments is to derive functions that cover the
full range of conditions that can occur in a soil column, including the root zone. The
maximum precipitation should be high enough to generate surface runoff, thus
ensuring that the situation with maximum percolation is covered. The highest
evapotranspiration rate should equal the highest possible value of the potential
evapotranspiration. The root water uptake reduction function then plays a role in the
determining the steady state situation that is reached. From the series of
computational experiments the following tabular functions are derived for each soil
physical schematization:
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: total storage of water in the root zone (control box 1), as function of
the root zone thickness dr, the mean root zone pressure head ψr and the groundwater level h (m);
- TBs2(dr,ψr,h) : total storage of water in the subsoil (control box 2)
- TBqm(dr,ψr,h): moisture flux density of a steady-state profile (m d-1)
-

TBsr(dr,ψr,h)
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